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Abstract

The purposes of this study were to: (a) determine the initial impact of organization
development intervention on students' behavior, classroom management and communication
of Classroom Secondary 1 Room 8 at Saint Gabriel's College of Thailand, (b) determine any
students' behavior in classroom secondary 1 room 8, classroom management and
communication, (c) compare differences between students' behavior, classroom management
and communication, (d) identify any problems related to the students in classroom secondary 1
room 8 and (e) propose strategic solution to problems solving that concern with the motivating
students and classroom management strategies and techniques in classroom management in
secondary 1 room 8.
The scope of the study focuses on sixty students in secondary ! room8 only one
classroom was impact of organization development intervention on students' behavior,
classroom management and communication. This research· was conducted with students in
classroom secondary 1 room 8 at Saint Gabriel's College of Thailand.
A questionnaire distributed to 60 students and 10 teachers during November-February,
2009-2010 was used as two sources of data in this surveying. The rating scale is 4 levels,
Strongly Agree, Agree, Disagree, and Strongly Disagree. In analyzing the questionnaires, used
the statistical are means (

x ),

standard deviation (S.D) t-Test, Frequencies and Percentages

are found by using SPSS software in data analysis.
In this study, it was found that from quantitative data there was an improvement of the

students' behavior after implementing ODI in that the average mean increased, the classroom
management increased.
Moreover, for every variable, the p-value was 0.00 which was less than the significance
level of 0.05 so the null hypothesis (H0 ) was rejected and the alternative hypothesis was
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accepted. This could imply that there was a significant difference in the Students' Behavior and
classroom management before and after the ODI.
From qualitative data there were positive ways changes in Students' Behavior,
Classroom Management and Communication in secondaryl room8 after implemented the ODI
activities.

Hence, Organization Development Intervention (ODI) was appreciated by the parents
as the students have improved in their learning. Accordingly, the researcher should continue
this OD intervention from now on because St. Gabriel's College still has the new students
entered in secondaryl level every academic year. Then researcher advised that school should
connect and continue about these problems areas. Moreover, this OD intervention could be
used with the new students for others levels too.
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CHAPTER ONE
THE POTENTIAL CHALLENGE FOR CHANGE

1.1 Generalities of the Study

The main purpose of doing this research is the desire of the researcher to address some
identified classroom problems. These problems often occur while researcher is in the
classroom as a homeroom teacher. The persuasion that makes researcher decide to conduct a
study is the spirit and love for her being a homeroom teacher. The researcher knows that in
the student' assignments or homework, students obtain scores they can collect more easily
than the examinations and this includes also their learning materials. Furthermore, it is for
good discipline that students can manage themselves with control as they enter class for
learning by themselves. So researcher needs to focus on classroom area because researcher
thinks that these are feasible and manageable to carry out within her area of responsibility and
can present the achievement to school and other people. As a member of the school learning
community the researcher thinks that she can contribute to the overall performance in learning
in her area of concerns. The researcher can help school to become "Top Five in Asia." So
researcher thinks and wants to change classroom where all new students begin to develop and
establish good habits and effective skills to become quality S.G students.
1.1.1 Background of the Study

In secondary 1, there are a lot of students and new students from other schools also.
They have different behaviors and all new students do not know about school's culture before.
There are the problems in secondaryl. So these problems occur from the students' behavior,
classroom management, and communication. School has wide vision of education. The
college has the academic strength because it has strong curriculum. They have a lot of new
methods and technology to teach students in classroom. The school has a Strong academics,
Intensive English Program, High technology, Teachers have lots of experience, Good ·
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relationship between junior and senior and IPSLE (International Primary School Leaming
Examination) that can help the parents respect the school and want to send the students to
study at this school. The School of the Future project should involve all stakeholders,
including students, parents, community organizations, and businesses. The project must
establish multiple means for communicating, sharing information, and soliciting input. Digital
tools as well as electronic and print media should be used to eliminate barriers of language
and economics. Finally, the entire learning community must provide opportunities that
promote learning as a lifelong process.

Global Context
Globalization has impacted upon the nature of the agencies that include school
children, young people and adults. The question we are facing now is, To what extent is the
educational endeavor affected by processes of globalization that are threatening the autonomy
of national educational systems and the sovereignty of the nation-state as the ultimate ruler in
democratic societies? At the same time, how is globalization changing the fundamental
conditions of an educational system premised on fitting into a community, a community
characterized by proximity and familiarity? (Burbules and Torres 2000)
-

,

-

I 7V7

The multicultural classroom can be seen as a microcosm of the global society. Out of
its diverse strands we can create a new culture by building upon the common core of all
cultures and, at the same time, encourage diversity. This is a both/and approach. This
emergent culture does not replicate either the home environment or the community but looks
outward to embrace the globe itself. It connotes the unity of the generations in seeding the
future with vision and hope. It transcends parochialism and stereotyping - positive or negative.
It encourages people - teachers and students - to meet and see each other as they are, without
labels, and brings adults and youth together to negotiate a shared movement towards the
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future. The curriculum content would be constantly being invented as it responds to the real
issues and imperatives of our time as seen by both adults (teachers) and children (students).
The division between the two is entirely blurred when we are moving together this way into
the unknown. (Saul E. Arbess, URL: http://www.context.org/ICLIB/IC06/ Arbess.htm)

At first glance it would seem that national governments still have considerable
freedom to intervene in education systems. UK government (in its various forms), for
example, has significantly increased the scale of central direction and intervention through the
use of national curriculum requirements, special initiatives (involving direct funding) and
other, institutional means. However, as soon as one examines the nature of this expansion of
intervention one can see that the overriding concern is with economic growth and
international competitiveness - and that the efforts of politicians have been deeply flawed and
their record dismal. The more overtly and the more directly politicians attempt to organize
education for economic ends, the higher the likelihood of waste and disappointment. .. What
marks (British politicians) from their international counterparts is simply the speed with
which, in our hugely centralized system, they launch one educational broadside after another.
In the process we have almost forgotten that education ever had any purpose other than to
promote growth. (Wolf2002: xiii)
While there is some direct intervention in the governance of national educational
systems by trans-national agencies such as the IMF and World Bank, the impact of
globalization is most felt through the extent to which politics everywhere are now essentially
market-driven. 'It is not just that governments can no longer "manage 11 their national
economies', he comments, 'to survive in office they must increasingly "manage" national
politics in such a ways as to adapt them to the pressures of trans-national market forces' (Leys
2001: 1).
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The initiation, or acceleration, of the co modification of public services was ... a logical
result of government's increasingly deferential attitude towards market forces in the era of the
globalize economy ... A good deal of what was needed [for the conversion of non-market
spheres into profitable fields for investment] was accomplished by market forces themselves,
with only periodic interventions by the state, which then appeared as rational responses to
previous changes. (Leys 2001: 214 )In other words, the impact of globalization is less about
the direct way in which specific policy choices are made, as the shaping and reshaping of
social relations within all countries.

Asian Context

\"ERS1r

Academic Achievement in Asian educational systems has generated interest in the
study of motivational patterns of students in these contexts. The objectives of this paper are
firstly, to provide a review of existing literature on the study of motivational styles amongst
students and secondly, to identify the occurrence of different motivational styles amongst
students in Singapore,. The method of identifying different motivational styles was adapted
from a procedure first developed by Craske (1988). The findings ofthis study indicate that
although the distribution of motivational styles amongst the Singaporean students was
consistent with that as obtained by Craske, there was a higher tendency for maladaptive
motivation amongst the males than the females. In contrast, Craske found no gender
differentiation, though earlier researchers had found that maladaptive motivation was more
common among the females. (Asia Pacific Education Review, Volume 7, Number 2 I
December, 2006)

Design/methodology/approach-A wide range of library literature (1984-2001) about
serving international students is reviewed to provide a portrait of efforts made by librarians
and researchers. This article then focuses on East Asian students as a unique group based on
shared cultural values, applies literature of East Asian/Western communication styles to
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library reference services, and discusses how cultural-specific communication styles can
cause misunderstandings in information delivery processes. Recommendations are made to
assist information professionals in their efforts to communicate effectively with international
students and meet their information needs.

Findings - Differences in communication styles can often create barriers to having
messages understood correctly. As a result, the information conveyed does not necessarily
reflect the intention and may even cause misunderstandings. The key to successful crosscultural communication is knowledge.

\J Eff S/

Research limitations/implications- Further research should be conducted in addressing how
cultural awareness affects effective and appropriate communication.

,A

Practical implications - This paper will be helpful for public service professionals in
enhancing their understanding of East Asian cultures and improving communication skills
when assisting customers of East Asian backgrounds.

f,RIEl,

Originality/value - This paper separates East Asian students from the entire international
student body, examines cultural-specific communication styles, and explains why
misunderstanding occurs when Western librarians commumcating with East Asian students.
(Li Zhang, (2006) "Communication in academic libraries: an East Asian perspective",
Reference Services Review, Vol. 34 Iss: 1, pp.164 - 176)

Thai Context

Results of a survey of semi-matched samples in two rural sites in Thailand indicate
that family size has an important impact on children's education. The number of children in a
family and the likelihood that a child will study beyond the compulsory level are inversely
associated, even when other important detenninants of children's schooling are controlled.
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Survey results and qualitative data collected through focus groups also reveal that in Thailand
the primary responsibility for funding children's education falls directly on parents. Thus
more children readily translate into reduced resources available per child and hence less
education. Given the inverse association between family size and children's education, the
fertility decline that is under way is likely to contribute to rising levels of education by
changing the distribution of children with respect to family size. (Population and

Development Review 16. NO.I (March 1990)

1.1.2 Organization Background

St. Gabriel's College was founded in 1920 by Reverend Brother Martin de Tour. St.
Gabriel's College is a Catholic school and administered by the Brothers of St. Gabriel
foundation, and it is under the office of the Private Education. For the past 90 years,
the foundation has been growing and developing parallel with Thai society. We are proud of
our success.

Saint Gabriel's College is

situated on 565 Samsen Road, Dusit, Bangkok, Thailand

10300. Presently, Bro. Anusak Nidhibhadrabhom is the Director and the Principal.
The administration includes a head of Academic Department. There are 4 Brothers, 360 Thai
teachers, 38 foreign teachers and 5,194 students, the other 38 teachers and 122 workers.
The teachers are divided into 2 groups; teaching teachers and non - teaching teachers. There
are 12 grade levels. These grade levels are primary 1 - primary 6, secondary 1- secondary
6.Each level has 7 rooms. There are 63 - 65 students in each room. Researcher is a teacher in
Secondaryl School that operates for teaching only boys ranging from ages 6 to 18.
The school is a foundation so it does not get support from the government .For this
reason, the school has to set up a good image and protect many impacts from external public.

If pluralistic society or multicultural organization uses a right way, it can make a big success
such as, there are various cultural teachers in the school but it cannot integrate their ideal and
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use it to help and set policy with them. So we can share different cultures by adapting some
good parts to mix for new good things.
St. Gabriel's College has never stopped dreaming. We can never ignore the solid
foundation laid, the seeds sown, and the harvest which we have been enjoying. It is our duty
to preserve and develop this priceless legacy and hand it over to our younger generation.
Right now our school has come to the "crossroads" where we are obliged to make a planned
change for the survival, growth and development of the organization.
In five years from now, we dream of becoming a "World Class School." A school
which will produce the "Best Mastef2iece Products". We dream of having "Quality
Teachers" who develop themselves and offer the best quality of education to their school
children. We also dream of making "Personnel at all levels" happy! Moreover, we dream of
creating a more conducive atmosphere for the best result of our education. This includes
technological appliances, physical environment, cooperation between PTA & Alumni,
appreciating local wisdom, caring for the more needy students and helping the less fortunate
ones. All the teaching and non-teaching staffs are ready to pay the price-to work hard and
strive for it. All are, of course, determined to put forth all our effort in order to make our
Dreams come true.

Philosophy
1. The purpose of man's existence is to know the Truth, to love and to search for it,
which is the source of life and all knowledge.

2. The belief that a man justifies himself and his existence by the nobility of his work.
This is expressed by the school motto: LABOR OMNIA VINCIT.
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Objectives

The Brothers' schools aim at. ..

1. Preparing pupils through the acquisition of knowledge and skills related thereunto,
at primary and secondary levels, which will be a good foundation for their future
and further quest for more

knowledge in the concept of life-long education.

2. Inculcating in the pupils' minds, right attitudes, right precepts of religion and moral
principles, which will help guide them in their world of reality, in order that they
may be able to make decisions with intelligence and wisdom, and know how to
solve conflicts and problems through peaceful means, as responsible members of
society and the world at large.

Policies

To reach the above objectives, the Brothers' schools have the following policies ...

1. The development of the whole man - the physical, intellectual, emotional, mental
and moral development.
2. The inculcation ofrespect for the Three Institutions of the Nation: Religion,
Country, and King;

and, a democratic way oflife.

3. Academic excellence through hard work and practical application, the fluency of
languages, the ability to grasp mathematics and science, which will enable pupils
to have logical thinking, self-discipline and broadmindedness.
4. The emphasis on the practicing and fostering of Christian values: respect for others
as persons, creativity, solidarity and interiority for the common good of society of
which they are members.

9

Structure of Saint Gabriel's College
The organization of Saint Gabriel's College is basically a three level hierarchy. Bro.
Dr. Anusak Nidhibhadrabhom is the 19th director of Saint Gabriel's College. The School has
4 Brothers but Director is the highest level in leadership and management. There are two
Associations that provide assistance and support - the Parents Teachers Association and
Alumni Association. Right below the director is the Headmaster who oversees the five
functional units (called Affairs) in the organization. There are 5 Affairs such as, Director
Office, Academic Affairs, Disciplinary Affairs, Activity Affairs and Service Affairs. The
Activity Affairs has a lot of activities in each academic year so this is a part that concern with
new students. Then it is important that homeroom teacher should make them to know a about
there activities. Then below Head of Secondary 1-3 the duties are management teachers and
students. In secondary! there are 8 classrooms. Research deals with to Secondary! room8 so
researcher is the homeroom teacher here.

f,RIEl.
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Saint Gabriel's College Organization Chart

Parents and Teachers
Association

Director
Office
)irector Office
\.dminister
:nformation
rechnology
lesearch &
uality
Auditing
~uality Assurance
lecreation Center
reacher Welfare
Fund
School Bus
~rvice

[>olicy & Planning
Human Research
Development
Accounting
Management

Saint Gabriel's
Alumni Association

Disciplinary
Affairs

Academic
Affairs
.,. Academic
Department
Administer
- Curriculum
Development
-Teaching
Management
- Supervision
Activities
-Documents
Producing
- Intensive English
Program
- Extra Curriculum
Program
- Register Office

R

- Discipline
Department
Administer
- SelfDiscipline
Development
- Good Behavior
Management
- Student's
Welfare
- Guidance Center

l.

Activity
Affairs
- Activity
Department
Administer
-Democracy
Providing
- Music Center
- Boy Scout
Training
- Military Training
- Social
Development
-Community
Relationship

0

Service
Affairs
- Service
Department
Administer
- School Building
- School Vehicle
Management
- Multimedia
Development
- Campus Ministry
- Canteen
Management
-Library &
Museum
- School Bulletin
- Healthy
Development

Head of Secondary 1

Homeroom Teacher

Focus Area
_____.. (Students Target)

Secondary! Room 8

Figure 1.1: Organization Structure
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Current Situation

(l .,

Secondary 1 has 20 teachers in level. Each level has Head of level to control
teachers and students in each level. The researcher teaches computer subject in 8 classrooms
that Researcher must teach. The researcher is also a homeroom teacher in secondary 1 room
8 and there are 60 students in this class. Each level is controlled by the Head of level and
Homeroom teacher. If students have problems, they must follow the. secondary level
discipline.

Figure 1.2: Background of the study

The Students in Secondaryl Room8

The researcher as a homeroom teacher in secondary 1 room 8, with 60 students in this
class has to deal with the daily challenges of classroom management. Homeroom teacher has
duties to look after students in class. This duty is so heavy as she has to be responsible for
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attending to the needs of 60 students. However, the researcher considers this a big challenge
to deal with. The researcher must look after and check their student classroom and school
behavior behavior, monitor assignments, supervise testing and other activities during the
whole semester. In this class, the researcher observes and collects data. The information helps
researcher to identify and understand the many related causes of these problems in class.
Some students don't submit their homework. It comes from many root causes such as,
teachers giving students more homework that requires more time than is available to
accomplish the assignment. Thus students do not get to finish their tasks until another new
one comes. This means students find themselves stressed to choose which task to begin and
finish the assignment. This point makes them lazy to learn so they did not arrange daily time
of learning. From these several difficult situations students and just find themselves wanting
to stay out of school, go and play games. As a result, they show bad behaviors more than
before. This later becomes the big problems. Moreover, classroom environment has its
impacts on students' Leaming. It includes students don't know about the important days, norm
and culture of St. Gabriel ' s College. Because they are new students from others schools.
INCIT

SWOT Analysis

*

0

*

The SWOT-Analysis is one of the most common strategic management models used
for assessment. SWOT stands for strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. Strengths
and weaknesses are internal factors. Opportunities and threats are external factors. The
researcher used this model to analyze and identify problems in the secondary I room8 class at
Saint Gabriel's College as shown below. (See Table 1.1) The SWOT Analysis of the
Organization Development Intervention is used in terms of the students' behavior, Classroom
management and communication in Secondary! Room8 .
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Table 1.1: SWOT Analysis
SWOT ANALYSIS
Secondary Level
Strengths
•

•

Secondary Level
Weaknesses

Head of level has the power to

•

Many students in classroom.

make a decision immediately

•

Did not classify level of students who are

Discipline Affair control school's

smart or weak.

rules.
•

•

Teachers have more experience in

Secondary 1 room 8

students' control.

Secondary 1 room 8
);>-

Many subjects to study.

New students are easy to trust the

~

All students are new students.

~

Students don't submit their homework.

~

Students lack leadership and don't have
self confidence.

homeroom teacher.
~

~

There are two homeroom teachers

The dirty classroom is not suitable for
study.

in class.
);>-

~

Scholarship for students to study

The announcement board not update and
not interesting.

abroad.
);>-

~

The reward "The Gentleman of St.

Students cannot understand school
activities and St. Gabriel' s culture.

Gabriel's College" for smart guy
students.

LAB

Secondary Level
Opportunities
•

Secondary Level
Threats

C:lrlCE

-

International Robot I Fanta young

Students have duty for helping with the

ambassador Competition

traffic in front of school.

Secondary 1 room 8

•

Shops around the school receive mobile
phone from students.

~

Parents network

~

New parents ready to support

•

Students can buy something wrong from
shops around school.

school's activities.

Secondary 1 room 8
~

Students' dormitory lacks care.

~

Lack of communication between teacher
and parents.
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The researcher as a homeroom teacher in secondary 1 room 8 has duties to attend to
in the morning. These include the task to count or check presence or attendance first after that
the researcher would talk or give behavioral and moral tips or reminds for students to comply
with the requirements of the subjects and check homework for the day. After that researcher
would record observations on the paper class and write notes in their assignment notebooks to
their parents. And the researcher tries to observe them both outside and inside class. Then
finally make a head count again in the classroom.

Strengths
The strengths of scondaryl room8 are 60 students are new from others primary
schools. Head of Secondary level has more experience in students' control and he has the
power to decide immediately. Discipline Affair Officer provides and imposes the school's
rules. They ~ow all from this school. Head of level and others teachers love and take care of
all of them, it includes two homeroom teachers in classroom. New students are easy to trust
the researcher and they are good students. Then it makes researcher know about each
student's behaviors quickly. It is easy to control class easily and understand the students
individually. Some new students got scholarships to go abroad. These are the rewards form St.
Gabriel's College that they have never got before. Students that come to study at St. Gabriel's
College can get the reward of life that is "The Gentleman of St Gabriel's College".

Weaknesses
The weaknesses of secondary level are there are many students in each classroom and
many subjects that students must study. It includes, they did not classify level of students who
are smart or weak. All students are new students in scondaryl room8. Some students don't
submit their homework. They are not enthusiastic and sluggish for their jobs. Students lack
the leadership skills and don't have self confidence because all of them are new students here.
Their classrooms are dirty and not suitable for study because some students come to school
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late so they cannot clean their classroom. It includes the announcement board not update and
not interesting because only some groups arrange the announcement board, they don't help
each other. The communication is important but some parents don't collaborate, they did not
come to the Parents Meeting Day and have no communication with the homeroom teacher. So
they don't know about school's news and some behaviors of their sons in school. New
students lack understanding about school activities and St. Gabriel's culture. So this is
important for new students to adjust themselves. These are the big problems with new
students.

Opportunities

\\JERS/

The opportunities of the secondary level from external are there are competition from
other schools such as, the International Robot Contest abroad and Fanta Yong Ambassador
Contest. These are the good opportunities for new students in secondary level. For secondaryl
room8, the parents use internet to connect with others, this is the parents networking. New
parents are ready to support school's activities because they want their sons to be clever.

Threats
The threats of the secondary level from external are students have the duty for helping
with traffic in front of school. This is a good job but that day they cannot receive the
information from level. Shops around the St. Gabriel 's College receive mobile phones from
students. This is the impact with school. It includes students can buy something wrong from
these shops also. Secondary 1 room8 has all new students; most students are from other
provinces so they have to live in the dormitories near St. Gabriel's College. Then students'
dormitories have the problems because students cannot control themselves. Some dormitories
are not strict so students make many problems. It changes their behaviors to become negative.
Some parents cannot communicate with teacher because they live in others provinces.
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From SWOT analysis, the research has identified the areas of concern that the study
could be done tapping into the strengths to address the problems and utilizing the
opportunities to minimize the threats to classroom behavior and management. It is for this
reason that this action research was pursued and conducted.

1.2 Research Objectives
1. To describe and analyze the current situation of Secondary! Room8 in terms of
Students' Behavior, Classroom Management and Communication.
2. To identify and implement appropriate ODI' s to improve the Students Behavior,
Classroom Management and Communication in secondary 1 room8.
3. To determine the initial impact of ODI on Students Behavior, Classroom Management
and Communication in secondary! room8.

1.3 Statement of the Research Problem:
The main purpose of this study is to find out the initial impact of Organization
Development Intervention (ODI) on Students Behavior, Classroom Management and
Communication in secondary! room8.
INCIT

1.4 Research Questions
1.4.1

What is the current status of Students Behavior, Classroom Management and
Communication in secondary 1 ro01;n8?

1.4.2

What are the appropriate Organization Development Intervention (ODI's) for
Students Behavior, Classroom Management and Communication in
secondary! room8?

1.4.3

What is the initial impact of ODI on Students Behavior, Classroom Management
and Communication in secondary! room8?
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1.5 Research Hypothesis
Ho. 1: There is no initial impact of ODI on Students Behavior, Classroom Management
and Communication.
Ha. 1: There is initial impact of ODI on Students Behavior, Classroom Management and
Communication.
1.6 Definition of Terms
Student behavior is the action that students present in secondary! room8.
Classroom Management is a comprehensive term for the variety of teacher actions
designed to facilitate teaching and learning in the classroom. (Lefrancois, Guy
R,1988)
Communication is important for connecting with parents about students' behaviors
in secondary! room8.
Motivate Student is defined as a driving force that initiates and directs behavior it
can drive a person to success. (Richard Romando, 2010)
1.7 Significance of the study
1. 7.1 Students

ABO

INCIT

Students prepare themselves to succeed in their studies aml try to develop and
appreciate the habits. Students should have responsibility for themselves and Look for better
solutions to problems for example, if you don't understand the course material, try

something else and consult with the professor or classmate. Students should have a good
attitude or think positive about school, friends and anything. They must have honesty for
themselves and others. Students could change to be good behavior then they will be leaders.

1. 7.2 Teachers

Teachers will get more experiences from this research that is how to solve the
students' problems and understand them better. Teachers have ideas to design their classroom
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for students learning. Teachers can know students' detail closely. The teacher gets satisfaction
from parents and can communicate with the parents fluently. Teachers have new techniques to
solve from this research and can see the impacts. Teachers are proud of themselves and happy
to work with school willingly.

1. 7.3 St. Gabriel's College
Saint Gabriel College is accepted by the society and the parents. The college is very
famous in making high qualities of the students who progress qualitatively. Furthermore,
there are various high qualities in the teachers of the college.
1.8 Scope and Limitation of the Study
The scope of this research is on the initial impact of Organization Development
Intervention in terms of Students Behavior, Classroom Management and Communication in
secondary I room8. Especially, the researcher focuses on sixty students in secondary I room8
only one classroom and they have fourteen subjects. The respondents are the teachers who
teach in secondary 1 room8 by interviewing. The researcher uses many methods to research
such as, Questionnaire, and interview.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

This chapter reviews the essential concepts and theories from other literature that are
related to the research topic of "The Initial Impact of Organization Development Intervention
on Students' Behavior, Classroom Management and Communication. A Case Study of
Classroom Secondary 1 Room 8 at Saint Gabriel's College of Thailand" . Reviewed literature
and studies were obtained from various sources such as books, journals, and electronic file in
order to illustrate the perspectives of current organization development and solve the specific
problem and improve area of organization.
2.1 Organization as a System

What does this mean, "organization as a system?" What it means is that, like a living
body, an organization is best understood as a whole, rather than in parts. For example, let's
say you have lower back pain. You go to a doctor for a diagnosis of your problem. A
"Classical view" doctor might say "hmm .. . Lower back pain- looks like a slippage of one of
your discs. We'll operate and get that fixed right up." This sounds fine on the surface, but
may be missing underlying factors. A "Systems view" doctor might look a little deeper. He or
she would notice that one of your legs is slightly longer than the other resulting in a subtle
limp and therefore unbalanced stresses on your spine. The "Systems view" doctor might
recommend special insoles for your shoes in conjunction with physical therapy. It is the
relationship between your back and the other parts of your body that is causing the pain.
Although we see this routinely in medicine, science, and engineering, it is amazing how often
we fail to view our business in the same manner. (Kevin M. Smith, Link:
http://EzineArticles.com/?expert=Kevin_ M_Smith).
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Research into knowledge representation is resulting in a new generation of techniques
and tools with the ability to automatically and intelligently assist humans in analyzing
complex fonns of data to discover useful infonnation. Knowledge representation requires a
presumptive notion with regard to a 'model' (predictive or descriptive) against which pattern
recognition and iterative algorithmic processes involving machine learning, pattern
recognition, statistics, and artificial intelligence are employed. Although these are welldeveloped discip~ines, emergence of knowledge from complex data structures may also
include non-model and non-probabilistic based strategies.
The procedural-declarative controversy of the 1970's illustrates the dialectic around
model and non-model basea strategies over how to best design knowledge representation
systems. Both the procedural and declarative approaches presuppose domain expertise and a
potentiality of objective, and are intended to interactively emerge interesting knowledge about
something specific. In the procedural view, encoded expertise is determined by domainspecific algorithms-the model is composed from a large database of infonnation from which a
specific sequence of questions asked leads towards an optimum solution represented within
the domain. The declarative view involves the design of 'knowledge' acquisition within a
general purpose, and most often heuristically oriented, reasoning system. Whereas, the
procedural view stresses characterization of detailed model enabHng optimization of
decision accuracy, the declarative approach emphasizes agencies and satisfying scenarios
from which representations emerge. The declarative approach has prevailed resulting in a
surge of domain specific expert systems in the l 970's and 1980's, establishing the basis for
research into non-model based strategies.

Knowledge representation deals with methods for encoding data in a fonn that can be
processed by a computer to derive interesting consequences. A notion of consequences can be
interpreted to include those which are also spontaneous, non-linear, self-organizing, include
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high levels of uncertainty and are derived from non-causal relationships. Such an approach
suggests new forms of data acquisition involving the emergence of interesting information
from ambiguous (non-predictive or non-descriptive) systems. The strategy of discovering
interesting information by revealing the nature of complexity present in a system is a
provocative theoretical problem with implications influencing our fundamental understanding
of the basis of knowledge acquisition and its representation. (Joel Slayton and Geri, 2009)

Quality Methods
The Organization as a System

I MPRO\IEMENT
PROCESS

AIM
Why we make
what W€ mala!

Figure 2.1: A 10-Step Process General systems theory, originally proposed.
Source: http://mot.vuse.vanderbilt.edu/mt322/0as.htm, by Von Bertalanffy
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Step 1: Outputs
What do you produce? or What do you make?
Manufacturing organizations produce a product. Service organizations produce
services. Health care workers commonly. produce information, procedures, reports and
decisions, patient interventions, services, and a therapeutic environment among other outputs.

Step 2: Customers
Who uses or receives these services or products?
Customers are those who need and/or benefit from the products and services you
produce.

Step 3: Environment I Community Need
What is the underlying need that those customers have for what you make?

It is often helpful to work with the highest volume outputs and the most important
customers rather than initially trying to address the needs of all customers for all services and
products.

Step 4: Customer Knowledge
What about the customers might prompt or drive their interest in assessing and
judging quality that way?

Start with a single customer, identify what you produce for them, and ask how that
specific customer assesses quality or "goodness" about that product or service.

Step 5: Processes
What methods or activities do you use to make your service or product?
Arrange the processes in a typical scenario that illustrates what usually happens. This
may be the steps of how a patient comes and moves through the major steps in the hospital, or
it can be the production of a car.
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Step 6: Inputs
What comes into your process and is changed by the regular actions of the process to
create the services or products?

Inputs come from internal as well as external sources.

Step 7: Suppliers
Who or what specific people, departments, or organizations provide the inputs?
List suppliers of patients, goods, and manpower.

Step 8: Vision
Based on what you know about the need for what you do, and your knowledge of the
customers, what is the vision for the future in your organization?

Your "vision" for what you seek to become should be clearly related to the underlying
need in the community and society for what you do, as well as to your knowledge of the
customers.
f>RI l.

Step 9: Plan tolmprove
Based on your vision for the future, on your knowledge of the needs, on your
knowledge of the customer, and on information from empJoyees involved and knowledgeable
about your work, what is strategically important to improve?

Limit number ofresponses to an important few; certainly less than five.

Step 10: Design and Redesign
What specific process( es) will offer you the greatest leverage in securing the strategic
improvements you seek to make?

In keeping with your strategic priorities for improvement, you may identify some
processes that simply need to be stabilized so that they are more predictable.
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2.1.1 Organization Development
Organization Development (OD) is a complex strategy intended to change the beliefs,
attitudes, values, culture and structure of organizations so that they can better adapt to new
technologi,es, markets, and challenges. Organizational Development methods are employed to
improve Organizational Effectiveness (OE). Performance improvement is a key reason for
implementing organizational development tools and methods. Or in simple terms a systematic
approach which enables a company to implement improvements in a consistent way. The key
to an effective implementation to know where you are before you start - that is what the Rapid
BI Business Improvement Review (BIR) is there to do. (Mike Morrison, 2008)
Organization development is a system-wide application o behavioral science
knowledge to the planned development and reinforcement of organizational strategies,
structures, and processes for improving an organization's effectiveness. (Cummings and
Worley, "Organization Development and Change", Sixth Edition, South-Western Publishing,
1997, p.2.)
"Organizational development is a long-term effort led and supported by top
management, to improve an organization's visioning, empowerment, learning, and
problem-solving processes, through an ongoing, collaborative management of
organizational culture-with special emphasis on the consultant-facilitator role and
the theory and technology of applied behavioral science, including participant
action research." Organizational Development, JF,,,.ench & Bell, 1999}
Organizational Development promotes the notion that a successful change is a
planned change and that monitoring of internal and external influences needs to be
conducted on a continuous basis. The diagram below shows some of the factors involved
and the model proposes that there is an iterative process of diagnosis, involvement, further
diagnosis, change, evaluation and reinforcement. Already the situation is looking complex.
We may be trying to effect a change at any level from individual to whole organization.
The Pugh OD Matrix considers some of the structural and contextual factors involved as a
basis for moving forward.
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The Organizational Development approach recognizes much of the complexity of
our organizations and the need for an iterative change process but is nonetheless based on
a presumption that a cycle based on careful analysis and planning will deliver a
predictable and logical outcome.

The nature and needs of organizations are changing dramatically. Correspondingly,
the profession of organization development (OD) has been changing to meet the changing
needs of organizations. Therefore, it may be most useful to consider several definitions of
organization development. Here's a standard definition. The next section gives some
contrasting definitions. For many years, the following definition was perhaps the standard
definition for OD. The following definition was developed in 1969 at a time when an
organization was considered to be much like a stable machine comprised of interlocking parts.
"Organization Development is an effort planned, organization-wide, and managed from the
top, to increase organization effectiveness and health through planned interventions in the
organization's 'processes,' using behavioral-science knowledge." (Beckhard, "Organization
development: Strategies and Models", Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1969, p. 9).

Today's organizations operate in a rapidly changing enYironment. Consequently, one
of the most important assets for an organization is the ability to manage change -- and for
people to remain healthy and authentic. Consider the following definition of OD:

"Organization Development is the attempt to influence the members of an
organization to expand their candidness with each other about their views of the organization
and their experience in· it, and to take greater responsibility for their own actions as
organization members. The assumption behind OD is that when people pursue both of these
objectives simultaneously, they are likely to discover new ways of working together that they
experience as more effective for achieving their own and their shared (organizational) goals.
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And that when this does not happen, such activity helps them to understand why and to make
meaningful choices about what to do in light of this understanding." (Neilsen, "Becoming an
OD Practitioner", Englewood Cliffs, CA: Prentice-Hall, 1984, pp. 2-3).

Experts might agree that the following definitions of OD represent the major focus
and thrust of many of today's OD practitioners.

"Organization development is a system-wide application of behavioral science
knowledge to the planned development and reinforcement of organizational strategies,
structures, and processes for improving an organization's effectiveness." (Cummings and
Worley, "Organization Development and Change", Sixth Edition, South-Western Publishing,
1997, p.2).

2.2 Change Management

Change management is a structured approach to transitioning individuals, teams,
and organizations from a current state to a desired future state. The current
definition includes both organizational and individual processes and motlels which
together are used to manage the people side of change. (Wikipedia
Organizational change management includes processes and tools for managing the
people side of the change at an organizational level. These tools include a structured
approach that can be used to effectively transition groups or organizations through change.
When combined with an understanding of individual change management, these tools
provide a framework for managing the people side of change. Organizational change
management processes include techniques for creating a change management strategy
(readiness assessments), engaging senior managers as change leaders (sponsorship),
building awareness of the need for change (communications), developing skills and
knowledge to support the change (education and training), helping employees move
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through the transition (coaching by managers and supervisors), and methods to sustain the
change (measurement systems, rewards and reinforcement). (Wikipedia)

2.3 Students Behavior

The Dynamics of Students' Behaviors and Reasoning during Collaborative Physics
Tutorial Sessions
We investigate the dynamics of student behaviors (posture, gesture, vocal register,
visual focus) and the substance of their reasoning during collaborative work on inquiry-based
physics tutorials. Scherr has characterized student activity tluring tutorials as observable
clusters of behaviors separated by sharp transitions, and has argued that these behavioral
modes reflect students' epistemological framing of what they are doing, i.e., their sense of
what is taking place with respect to knowledge.
It is analyzed that students' verbal reasoning during several tutorial sessions using the

framework of Russ, and find a strong correlation between certain behavioral modes and the
scientific quality of students' explanations. It suggests that this is due to a dynamic coupling
of how students behave, how they frame an activity, and how they reason during that activity.
This analysis supports the earlier claims of a dynamic between behavior and epistemology. It
suggests implications for research and instruction. (Luke Conlin, Ayush Gupta, Rachel
Scherr, and David Hammer, Greensboro, NC: August 1-2, 2007 Volume 951, Pages 69-72).
Behavior Plans for Students

Give students a variety of situations to help in the classroom. Have them run errands
in the middle of class even if they are not necessary such as returning library books. Behavior
students want to help and often have a great deal of restless energy. You may also have them
assist in telling students to get ready for a new task. Behavior students seem to love to have
some authority.
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Work on a points system and give behavior students something they would appreciate.
Pencils and candies become old quite quickly. If the misbehaving student is the class clown,
allow them five minutes before the end of the day to entertain the class. Students will
appreciate it and they are more willing to follow the rule. Jim Carey was the class clown who
was given time at the end of the day to entertain his classmates.

Allow all students to work with a variety of mediums in all classes. Allow math
manipulative to be used or for students to create an experiment. Often students who misbehave
are bored, do not understand the directions, or the task is too difficult. Also, allow the students
to work in pairs or small groups. If a student is unable to work well with someone, have them
partner with you so you are able to demonstrate how to work well with other students. Peers
have enormous influence and many students work well with each other.

Create an environment that is respectful of all. If the classroom is rigid and errors are
not acceptable, a poor student is more willing to be the class clown because they do not want
to be ridiculed about their education level. It is vital to create a safe environment for all and
have consequences and incentives laid out for all students. It is best for the class to problem
solve the best consequences and incentives for show;ing or not showing respect.

Misbehaving students are great students one on one, in groups they become
uncomfortable and are trying to show their strength and there only avenue is by demonstrating
unacceptable behavior. Teach the student how to shift the unacceptable behavior to acceptable
behavior. It is worth the time. (Debbie Despirt, Oct 29,2006)
Motivating Students

1. Explain,. Some recent research shows that many students do poorly on assignments
or in participation because they do not understand what to do or why they should do it.

TBIASSUMPTIONUNIVERSITYLIBlld.l'
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Teachers should spend more time

exp~aining

why we teach what we do, and why the topic or

approach or activity is important and interesting and worthwhile. In the process, some of the
teacher's enthusiasm will be transmitted to the students, who will be more likely to become
interested. Similarly, teachers should spend more time explaining exactly what is expected on
assignments or activities. Students who are uncertain about what to do will seldom perform
well.

2. Reward. Students who do not yet have powerful intrinsic motivation to learn can be
helped by extrinsic motivators in the form of re'\'ards. Rather than criticizing unwanted
behavior or answers, reward correct behavior and answers. Remember that adults and children
alike continue or repeat behavior that is rewarded. The rewards can (and should) be small and
configured to the level of the students. Small children can be given a balloon, a piece of gum,
or a set of crayons. Even at the college level, many professors at various colleges have given
books, lunches, certificates, exemptions from final exams, verbal praise, and so on for good
performance. Even something as apparently "childish" as a "Good Job!" stamp or sticker can
encourage students to perform at higher levels.

INCIT

3. Care. Students respond with interest and motivation to teachers who appear to be
human and caring. Teachers can help produce these feelings by sharing parts of themselves
with students, especially little stories of problems and mistakes they made, either as children
or even recently. Such personalizing of the student/teacher relationship helps students see
teachers as approachable human beings and not as aloof authority figures.

4. Have students participate. One of the major keys to motivation is the active
involvement of students in their own learning. Standing in front of them and lecturing to them
(at them?) is thus a relatively poor method of teaching. It is better to get students involved in
activities, group problem solving exercises, helping to decide what to do and the best way to
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do it, helping the teacher, working with each other, or in some other way getting physically
involved in the lesson. A lesson about nature, for example, would be more effective walking
outdoors than looking at pictures.

5. Satisfy students' needs. Attending to need satisfaction is a primary method of
keeping students interested and happy. Students' basic needs have been identified as survival,
love, power, fun, and freedom. Attending to the need for power could be as simple as
allowing students to choose from among two or three things to do--two or three paper topics,
two or three activities, choosing between writing an extra paper and taking the final exam, etc.
Many students have a need to have fun in active ways--in other words, they need to be noisy
and excited. Rather than always avoiding or suppressing these needs, design an educational
activity that fulfills them. (Robert Harris, March 2, 1991 Students' behavior)

2.3.1 Students don't submit their assignments.
Why students don't do their homework

-,...

It is not certain that every teacher has shaken their heads at one time or another and

thought or said "Why don't those students do their homework?" Although that is usually a
rhetorical question that is quickly forgotten once planning the warmer for the next lesson
kicks in, It is thought that looking at the real answers can be the start of a useful process that
can lead to that being true much less often than it was. (Alex Case for UsingEnglish.com,

2008)

Why students might not do their homework and what you can do about it:
1.

It's boring

Unless you were a very square kid indeed, I'm sure you understand this feeling! You might
also remember the things that made homework something you would happily spend extra
time on: getting other parts of your brain working (artistic activities, logic puzzles, using your
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imagination); project work; competition; working as a team; finding out something new about
the world; or an excuse to interact with people (e.g. interviewing a family member). All of
these can fairly easily be brought into EFL homework.

2.

They don't understand the instructions/ what to do

A common excuse this one, even when it is just an excuse ... Tactics to take away that excuse
include writing the instructions on the board, doing one example of each exercise in class,
pre-teaching the language that is used in the workbook instructions and doing a similar
exercise right at the end of the class.

3.

It is too difficult

Another one that is very often said and quite often true! Reactions include giving them hints
on where they can go for help (e.g. the grammar reference at the back of the students' book),
giving mixed up answers, giving an easier task for the lower level students to do, doing
exactly the same exercise in class without letting them take away a copy and letting them do it
half from memory for homework, or advising them that they should work together in study
groups.

4.

It is too easy

LABO
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Less common to hear this one, but even if it is okay fo~ most people that means it must be too
easy for at least one person! Easy ways to make homework more challenging include taking
away the multiple choice answers to tum it into a gap fill, giving the homework for the same
language point from a different workbook, telling them to do it within a certain time limit or
asking them to do the exercise orally before they write their answers down.

5.

They could understand the language, but couldn't think of any ideas (e.g. arguments

for and against or a storyline).
You could try brainstorming ideas at the end of the class, teaching them brainstorming and
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other creative techniques, or giving optional ideas they can use (but somewhere that takes a
bit of effort to get to so everyone tries to be creative first)

6.

It's not their priority, e.g. because it doesn't involve speaking

They may just be right on this one! You can ask them their priorities and design the
homework around that, get them to write down what they did instead in a study diary or share
it with the class, or give tasks that can be adapted for different students ("Write a phone
conversation or an email in which ... "

7.

They just forgot/forgot exactly what they had to do

Such is human nature, especially when your subconscious is telling you it is something you
don't want to do. Aside from using the tips here to make it so interesting that it is at the front
of their mind all the time, ways to avoid this include having a totally fixed routine and
schedule for homework, giving them a written schedule for all the homework at the beginning
of each month or term, having the homework written up somewhere they can easily check it
like the school notice board or blog, and checking that each person has marked the right
exercise with the date it must be finished.
CIT

8.

They don't find time/ have bad time management

*

Occasions where it seems you have no option but td fix someone's personality come up
surprisingly often in language teaching, but th'at doesn't make it any easier to do. Options for
this problem include doing a lesson on how they use their time and time management, finding
out when they do have time and designing the homework to fit in with it (e.g. a recording they
can do in their car or a compact self-study book such as a graded reader they can do standing
up on the train), telling them how long each exercise should take, or even asking them to
write the time and date when they are going to do it rather than the date it must be done by in
their workbooks.
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9.

It's a minor rebellion

This could be a symptom of problems with you or teachers more generally that will demand a
very flexible response to that particular student or group of students- for

example~

some

students could actually be rebelling because they think you aren't strict enough! In these cases,
someone outside the situation like someone observing your class is probably the best person
to ask.

10. They don't see the point! don't think it will improve their English
Again, there is always a chance that they are right about whatever the publishers have thrown
in at the last minute to fill up that page of the workbook. Ways to make sure this is not the
case include giving them options on what they do, doing a needs analysis and designing it to

fit in with the skills they think they need, doing a classroom activity a second time after they
have done the homework and show how them it is easier because of what they have learnt,
and telling them how likely the language will be to come up on the test or in their lives.

11. Doing homework seems childish
It can be difficult to tackle this complaint in a class where other students want more fun, but

possibilities include giving them whole pieces of writing such as emails rather than gap fills
(and certainly not word searches!), giving them homework whi.ch is connected to or similar to
their work, giving them the answer key to check their own answers, and giving them the
choice of several pieces of homework.

12. They lack a place where they can do it in peace and quiet
Tell them to move house. Only joking! Possibilities include giving them the listening in a
different format so they can listen on headphones, having an area in the school where they can
do it, giving them homework that can be broken into 5 minute segments to do when and
where they can, and a class discussion on where other students find time and space to do it.
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13. They lack equipment (e.g. a CD player)
This is as much a problem in developed countries as developing ones- in that case because
TEFL schools are the only places still using cassettes! Approaches include suggesting ways
the same homework can be done without the equipment, (e.g. reading tape script), offer the
equipment in your Self- Access Centre, telling them how they can obtain the recording etc in
a different format, and having a few copies in a different format or a few pieces of the
necessary equipment that the students can circulate amongst themselves.

14. They have their own self-study materials or habits which they prefer
They could be right on this one. You can use that fact by setting them a self-study schedule
using their own methods with suggestions on making it tie in with.the textbook syllabus.
(Alex Case for UsingEnglish.com, 2008)

2.3.2 Students lazy and sleep in class.
RESPONSIVE CLASSROOM

This three-year longitudinal, quasi-experimental study compared three schools
implementing the Responsive Classroom approach at a school-wide level with three nonimplementing schools and found that the Responsive Classroom approach is associated with
better academic and social outcomes for elementary school children.
There were six key findings. In schools using the Responsive Classroom approach:
1. Children showed greater increases in reading and math test scores.
2. Teachers felt more effective and more positive about teaching.
3. Children had better social skills.
4. Teachers offered more high-quality instruction.
5. Children felt more positive about school.
6. Teachers collaborated with each other more.
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The Responsive Classroom concept was created by the Northeast Foundation for
Children, founded in 1981. It emphasizes the importance of a social curriculum, how students
learn, social interaction, social skills, knowing the students and their families, and working well
with the other teachers in the school.
The findings also make clear that support teachers and clear and high expectations
about behavior are keys to the development of both student engagement and perceived
competence. This study suggests that the earlier schools and teachers begin to build students'
confidence in their ability to do well, the better off students will be. Because students'
perceptions of their capacity for success are keys to their engagement in school and learning,
schools should be designed to enhance students' feelings of accomplishment. Teachers whom
students see as supportive and who set clear expectations about behavior help create an
atmosphere in which students feel in control and confident about their ability to succeed in
future educational endeavors.
2.4 Classroom Management
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Classroom management is defined as the methods and strategies an educator uses to
maintain a classroom environment that is conducive to student success and learning. Although
there are many pedagogical strategies involved in managing a classroom, a common
denominator is making sure that students feel they are in an environment that allows them to
achieve. (Randi McCreary)
Create A Positive Leaming Environment: that is, to create a warm and friendly
environment in the school and in classrooms where both teachers and students have a good
relationship with one another, In the schools administered by the Salesian Sisters, a teacher is
a teacher in the classroom but, on the playground, a teacher is a friend to students. Therefore,
students could talk, discuss, or exchange their ideas with a teacher without fear even though
they are different (Ballestrero Anastasio 1987:68-69). Smith and Louslett, in their book
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"Effective Classroom Management", discussed the importance of classroom environment as
the place where all students could reach their full potential by promoting student's selfdiscipline and to increase their knowledge and skills (Smith and Louslett 1995 :66-79).
Classroom management is an art and science. Smith and Louslett (1993) state that
effective classroom management depended on the quality of support and guidance within the
school as well as the talent of the individual teacher. Blandford also agreed with Smith and
Louslett when they stated that the role of a teacher is very important. He/she should allow
students to develop a clear picture of what is going on and what is expected of them, and
~

should allow them to see more clearly the consistent consequences of their own behavior,
both desirable and undesirable (Sonia Blandford, 1998). Butler identified some of the desired
qualities of a good teacher. According to him, a teacher should personify culture and reality
for the student; be capable of uniting expertise with enthusiasm; merit student' s friendship;
awaken student's desire to learn; realize that teaching morals signifies the goal of perfecting
human begins; and aid in the culture rebirth of each generation (Bulter, 1966:27). A teacher
should be democratic with all students, able to support, assist and coordinate the work of
students, and discover students' needs as much as possible.

T

2.4.1 Physical setting: limited area in classroom
Creating an Effective Physical Classroom Environment
Every teacher knows that a safe, clean, comfortable and attractive classroom can
stimulate learning and help build a classroom community. But for many teachers, setting up
the physical environment of their classrooms can be quite daunting, especially when faced
with older buildings, crowded classrooms and insufficient storage space. You can make the
most of your classroom environment by carefully considering your needs and the needs of
your students. ( TeacherVision® ,2009)
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Survey your Classroom: Looking at the Basics
The first things to consider when organizing your classroom are cleanliness, light and
temperature. Although you may not have complete control over some of these elements, try to
make or suggest improvements as necessary.

The Floor Plan: Assessing Your Needs
Once you have checked the basic elements in your classroom, think about your floor
plan. It should maximize classroom space and reflect your individual teaching style.
Your floor plan will also depend on the grade you are teaching. For the lower grades, your
classroom setup may include many different learning areas, such as a reading area, an art
center and a technology center. The placement of these areas will depend upon the layout of
your classroom. However, when setting up these areas, you will want to keep the following
points in mind:

Q.

I.

Room dividers should be low so that all areas are visible to you.

2.

Areas that invite group work should not be next to quiet areas where students read or
study independently.

*

3.

Art or other messy areas are best located near a sink.

4.

You should always be able to make eye contact with all students.

Many of these guidelines hold true for the middle and upper grades, too. However, older
students often spend more time seated in one area. Take your teaching style and lesson plans
into consideration as you consider the different types of seating arrangements you might
employ.

Seating Arrangements
When setting up a floor plan for students, consider your teaching style and lesson plans and
make seating arrangements accordingly. Here are a few options:
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Half-circle or circle arrangement
Desks or tables in a circle or half-circle promote community and encourage all
students to participate. Everyone sits in the front row!

Group seating
Desks or tables in small groups work especially well for classes that include
collaborative activities. This arrangement also allows the teacher to group together students
with similar needs, which makes individualized instruction easier.

Traditional rows

\\JERS/

With a small number of rows, this arrangement can be very effective for teachers who
frequently use boards or overhead projectors.

Special needs
Try to arrange seating to accommodate any students with special needs. For example,
a student with ADD should probably sit at the front of the classroom. Do your best to place a
student with special needs in a seat that does not isolate him or her. Once you have planned
the students' seating arrangement, you should decide where to locate your own desk. Many
teachers prefer to place their desl<s so that they are not the central focus of the classroom.
Regardless of where you place your desk, consider personalizing it with photographs,
mementos or other items. This will make you feel at home and will contribute to a warm,
welcoming classroom atmosphere.

Classroom Decor: Facing the Blank Canvas
Encourage students to make the classroom space their own. Welcome their
contributions to its decoration, and urge them to take responsibility for its maintenance. Here
are some easy, low-cost ways to make your classroom into an inviting, effective space
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When you've finished setting up your classroom, give it a practice run or two. Walk
through a typical school day, making sure that both you and the students have enough space
. to work and move around, that everyone in the classroom can see and hear and that every part
of the room is as pleasant as possible. For example, write on the blackboard, and then take a
walk around the room. Check sight lines from every spot where students might be working.
Your classroom will continue to change and evolve as the school year progresses. These
suggestions can help you create a classroom environment that is welcoming, comfortable,
clean and secure. (Teacher Vision®, 2009)

2.4.2 The dirty classroom is not suitable for study.

Dirty classroom? Clean it up!
I sure hope my home schooling room does not get in the shape of Mrs. McBloom's
classroom after a few years!! Reading this book will make you feel much better about your
cluttered home and your child's messy room as nothing can compare to Mrs. McBloom's room!
My daughter had a time looking through all of the cluttered illustrations picking out
something different every time she looked! She also had a great time of coming up with an
idea to help Mrs. McBloom clean out her room-dynamite?
Mrs. McBloom had been teaching for 50 years at Knickerbocker Elementary in the city of Up
Yonder. Her classroom was stuffed full of items from every year of her teaching. Students,
janitors, and even the principal begged her to clean up the room. She told them that it was on
her list of things to do, right above take a fancy shmancy cruise. The pictures of her classroom
have a chicken laying eggs, a beehive, an apple tree that is overgrown, birds flying through
the air, butterflies landing on the students, an active volcano (a small one), a burning candle, a
squirrel, ants, a mouse, baby birds in a nest, science experiments, even a picture of a women
rolling her eyes at the mess! Books were stacked everywhere and piles of paper littered the
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schoolroom. Mrs. McBloom has a tall beehive hairdo with a measuring tape, scissors, and her
to do list sticking out of it.
Mrs. McBloom was retiring and a new teacher coming in to teach her room. The new
teacher asked nicely for the room to be cleaned. Mrs. McBloom wondered how in the world
she could clean out the room before leaving... then came up with a plan. She wrote a
homework assignment on the board--for the children to come up with ideas on cleaning out
the room fast. One child suggested his invention--a machine that sucked everything up. Other
suggestions were goats to eat it all, a magician to poof it away, but Georgia Peachpit had the
best idea of all. She had made a poster saying for all of Up Yonder to come out and take one
item each out of the room, free apples and eggs would be given away on the day of the event.
(Kelly S. Dipucchio - Mrs. McBloom, Clean Up Your Classroom, Mar 25 '08)

Big, dirty classroom
I have a big, dirty classroom on my hands. I stepped inside of it for the first time
today, in all of its big, box-filled dirtiness. My school moved to a new location only
two weeks ago and the students arrive in ten days. Ten days. Ten days until I made or broken,
until the classroom must be cleaned and set-up to look like somewhere that I would enjoy
learning. And it is hotter than a tar road in an l\rizona July, for the school has no air
conditioning. How can the students learn in a classroom in which I can barely stand in the
worst heat wave of the summer? These days, I am always sweating. Sweating inside, sweating
outside, and sweating in my room, sweating in the kitchen, sweating on the train, sweating off
the train, sweating on the street, sweating in my sleep. I met my school staff while sweaty. I
will probably meet my students for the first time while sweaty, as it is surely inescapable. But
on the day, I will most certainly be sweating for more than one reason. In ten days I will
become a 2nd grade teacher undoubtedly and though I am undoubtedly ecstatic about all of
the ketchup bottle claps, the "Read, baby,
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Read," chants, the "Good Job" songs and of course, the learning, I am also undoubtedly
terrified. I waver daily, no surely by the minute, between pure confidence and assuredness
and pure, ''I don't know what the hell I am doing." Needless to say, there is pressure involved.
One minute I think, "I absolutely cannot do this," and the next I will be envisioning my
classroom down to the teacher outfit I will be wearing. So my only solution to this fear was to
go and buy many, many teacher outfits.
Right now, I actually have nothing on my to-do list. Nothing pressing that needs to get
done tonight, and to be honest, I have no idea what to do with myself. I have been told that I
should, "relax and take care of myself" before the school year starts. Relax? Take care of
myself? What is this strange language that I have not heard in two months? I feel strange ... I
think it would be best ifI went and made up something errands that absolutely need to get
finished tonight. (Taylor Hahn, Thursday, August 20, 2009)

2.4.3 The announcement board not updated and not interesting.

Dress Up the Wallis
I.

f,RIEl,

Interesting and attractive visual aids, such as bulletin boards and posters, are key
components of an effective classroom. Wall decorations should be colorful, appealing
and relevant to current class work. They should be rotated and refreshed frequently.

2. Be sure to think about the cultural backgrounds of your students when dressing the

walls. Try to represent your students' diversity on posters or bulletin boards.
3.

Set aside a section of the bulletin board to be your designated "Student Work
Museum" and post children's drawings, written work and other projects there. Make
sure that each student's work is displayed often.

Post daily schedules in a place where students can read them easily. This
accessibility of the classroom schedule can help students grow comfortable with class
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and school routines. For younger students, make a daily schedule that includes pictures
or icons. (Teacher Vision®, 2009)

2.4.4 Classroom Management Tips

Robert D. Ramsey's, How far have you come as a teacher? With the summer vacation
almost in sight, teachers quickly will forget the thinking process that goes along with teaching
that they've put in all throughout the school year. All teachers want the secret recipe on how
to motivate students, but inevitably forget that the hardest part of teaching involves building

an effective management system starting with your classroom management strategies and
techniques.

It pays to have a book of general teacher tips with a special emphasis on discipline and

student management, as you struggle to find your own method and approach since a teacher's
classroom management style varies from teacher to teacher.

Robert D. Ramsey's 501 Tips for Teachers contains genuine heartfelt intuition and wisdom. It
is just the vision a new teacher needs for finding his or her own way in the classroom.

As a teacher, your time is stretched among lesson planning, parent conferences, staff
meetings, grading papers, and organizing field trips--no wonder you feel uninspired and
overwhelmed at times. In 50 I Tips for Teachers, lifelong educator Robert D. Ramsey offers
you hundreds of practical ideas for your classroom that will spark your creativity and relieve
your teaching burnout.

In this revised edition, you will find even more suggestions for:
- Communicating with and motivating your students
- Managing your classroom effectively
- Working with parents to get the best results for their children
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- Collaborating with other teachers and educators

2.5 Communication
Communication skills are important to the pursuit of increased self-determination in
individuals with disabilities. The aim ofthis investigation was to gather information about
communication supports in state-run residential care facilities in Ohio, and to compare
findings with a previous investigation on this topic examining such perceptions in group
home environments. Methods: An online survey was adapted from DeSimone & Cascella
["Journal of Developmental and Physical Disabilities," 17, 2005, 1] to examine perceptions of
habilitation managers regarding the quality of communication supports in their settings.
Perceptions of communication supports by program manager-level staff in larger group
residential facilities had not been previously investigated. Results: Respondents reported a
generally high quality of communication supports provided in their settings.
(Mitchell, Pamela R , Journal of Applied Research in Intellectual Disabilities,
t:{

v22 n4 p400-402 Jul 2009)

Parent-Teacher Communication

o
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Research shows that children do better in school when I?arents talk often with teachers
and become involved in the school. There are number of ways that parents and teachers can
communicate with each other, rather than relying on the scheduled parent-teacher conferences.
Close communications between parents and teachers can help the student.

Parents who participate in school activities and events will have added opportunities to
communicate with teachers. Becoming involved with parent-teacher organizations (PTO,
PTA, and Booster Clubs) gives the teacher and parent the possibility to interact outside the
classroom. In addition, the parent also will have input into decisions that may affect their
child's education.
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Teachers usually welcome meeting their students' parents early in the school year.
Making an effort to do this will help the teacher better understand you, your child, and how
you will support the education of your child. Teachers appreciate knowing that parents are
concerned and interested in their child's progress. And, this helps open the lines of
communication.

Another good investment in your child's education is to volunteer. Depending upon
parent's availability, interests, and the needs of the school, the opportunities are endless. Some
suggestions include: lunchroom monitor, tutoring, library aid, classroom speaker on a specific
topic of interest, and concession worker at school events. Parents should take stock of their
skills and interests to volunteer. School personnel may not know what parents want to do as a
volunteer.

Phone calls and visits to the classroom are also good ways to cooperate with teachers
and keep informed about your child's progress. Discuss appropriate times and means of
contact with the teacher.
LA

Parent-teacher conferences are often scheduled at the time of the first report card for
the school year. For parents and teachers, this is a chance to talk one-on-one about the student.
The parent-teacher conference is a good opportunity to launch a partnership between parent
and teacher that will function during the school year.
Source: (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign I College of ACES!)

2.5.1 Lack of communication
Communicating Student Behavior to Parents
Parent communication about student behavior is important. Several options exist for
easy tracking of student behavior. A major fear of many teachers, especially new teachers, is
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losing control of the class. Behavior issues greatly affect the atmosphere and learning
environment. How a teacher conducts classroom management often portrays the teacher's
teaching ability. Therefore, it is very important that teachers, students and parents understand
that good behavior is essential to learning.

Some teachers struggle with finding an effective method for tracking and reporting
student behavior to parents. There are many different types of discipline logs available that
allow teachers and parents the opportunity to communicate about a child's good or bad
conduct. Different methods work better for different teachers and different children. In some
cases, finding the best method is trial and error. The key is to keep in mind that options exist.

If one method is not working, look for another. (Karri Weathers, Aug 1, 2009)

Daily Discipline Logs

One behavior communication method that some teachers choose is tracked on a daily
basis. This method is typically only seen in the primary grades. One advantage to charting and
communicating student behavior daily is that the action is fresh on the mind of the teacher and
the student. The teacher remembers the occurrences if the parents need further discussion. The
child remembers the wrong doing which makes discussion or punishment from the parents
more effective. The teacher also benefits from daily communication with parents in that the
behavior may be corrected the next day.

The disadvantage of completing a daily discipline log is time. The teacher must allot
time each day to chart the behavior for each child. Also, the student has no opportunity to
correct the behavior later in the week before it is reported to the parents.
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Weekly Behavior Logs

Weekly discipline logs are probably the most common type of behavior communicator
in primary and intermediate grades. These logs are sent home one day each week, usually on
Friday. In some cases, an overall behavior report is given for the entire week. In other cases,
the teacher marks each daily as with the daily log but the report only goes on home on Friday.
The advantage to this type of log is that the teacher only spends one day each week on its
completion. The students also have more of an opportunity to have one poor behavior day
without the report being greatly affected with negativity. The weekly discipline logs may be
difficult for teachers with a bad memory or poor noting taking skills. By Friday, a teacher
may not recall a student' s bad behavior on Monday and Tuesday. If the student gets a good
behavior report, he or she may be under the impression that a couple of days of wrongdoing
are acceptable. It can also be hard for teachers to pinpoint specific undesired actions to share
with parents when they question the report. (Karri Weathers, Aug 1, 2009)
f>RI l.

Send Home Notes

Middle school teachers most often use send home notes to report behavior to parents.
With this method, there is no day or time period pattern t<Ythe contact. The contact only
occurs when a problem exist. If the child misbehaves, the teacher sends a note home to the
parent. The method is often preferred by the teacher due to the lack of having to complete a
log for each student.

The downside of send home notes is that only bad behaviors are recognized. In the other
two methods, every child received a report regardless of good or bad behavior. Because send
home notes are not consistent and expected by parents, the students are also given more
leniencies on hiding them from their parents. While several methods exist for reporting and
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communicating behavior to parents, the key is simply to use one. Although each method has
good and bad points, using no method has no advantages for the teacher, the student, or the
parents. (Karri Weathers, Aug 1, 2009)

Tips for setting up and using e-mail to reach parents.
When high school principal Dr. Gary Dunkleberger learned about a threat written on a
bathroom partition, he alerted school security. In addition, he alerted the group from whom
principals often strive to keep bad news: parents.

Using a list of parent e-mail addresses, Dunkleberger, principal of North Carroll High
School in Hampstead, Maryland, sent a message explaining the situation at the school and the
actions school officials were taking. (Security personnel located the student who wrote the
threat and no one was injured.)

"Parents appn~ciate information that is accurate and first-hand," Dunkleberger told
Education World about his decision. "Parents say the kids come home and say nothing
happened or they have bad information. Now parents can tell them they heard from the school

*

exactly what happened." (Ellen R. Delisio, 2003)
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COMMUNICATING IN THE INSTANT MESSAGE AGE
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Dunkleberger is among a growing number of principals who use e-mail to communicate
with parents, not just about emergencies, but also about school news and events.

FINDING A BETTER MESSENGER

Besides short circuiting the rumor grapevine, e-mail usually is a more reliable and
accurate information source than the student messenger, who can bury must-see information
in a backpack for months.
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QUICK UPDATES

Principals also said e-mail allowing them to update parents about news and events, or
get out announcements in between regular school mailings.

GETTING STARTED

Collecting e-mail addresses at the beginning of the year, then setting up a listserv or
e-mail group and adding to it as needed was recommended by some administrators. (Ellen R.
Delisio, 2003)

THE "JO" LIST SUPPORTINGPARENTAL INVOLYEM,ENT IN SCHOOLS:

1) Kids are only little once. Don't miss this opportunity to create memories that will last a
lifetime. Kids won't remember that toy you gave them, but they sure will remember the
field trip that you went on with them.
2) Safety comes first. With all the violence in schools today, being an involved parent will
allow you to keep up with issues and problems that make be bubbling under the service.
The more you are at school, the more "in the know" you are. This translates to being
better prepared for issues that might arise. Keep your ears and eyes open while at school
and you'll be surprised what you will find out.
3) Who said it is better to be seen and-not heard? Keeping yourself involved also gives you
the opportunity to voice your opinion on school matters. If you don't know what is going
on, you can't change something you don't like.
4) Money, Money, Money. School budgets are constantly being cut. You can help your
school save money by donating your time, talent and treasure.
5) Giving always feels good. You know the old saying, "It's better to give than to receive", it
applies here too.
6) Kids copy what they see. You are raising future parents. Show them how important it is
to be an involved parent by being one yourself
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7) Be an example. Show them the importance of education through your actions, not just
your words. The more you do, the more importance you place on their education.
8) Be in the know. The more you volunteer, the more educated you are about what is going
on in the school, who you children are handing out, and what important activities are
upcommg.
9) School is a learning environment, not a daycare. Remember that even when they are at
school they are your children, take some responsibility in their education.
10) Teachers need help. There's no way around it. Our teachers are overworked and
overwhelmed and in need of our help. Even the smallest amount of help will make a
difference. All parents shoula volunteer at least once during the school year. (Cissy
Byrne)

2.5.2 Lack of understanding school activities
More Open Day Activities
Many schools offer special activities -- from hot dog roasts to entire parades -- on the
first day of school. Learn about the unique ways in which schools greet the year in Education
World articles such as Schools Find Many Ways to Say "Welcome Back", Increase Parent
Involvement With First-Day-of-School Activities (including a first-day-of-school parade),
and Great Starts: Veteran Principals Offer Open Day Tips.

Many schools are even finding ways to make students and parents feel welcome in the
weeks before the open-day bell. You can find ideas for paving the way to parent involvement
in Back-to-School Letters and Survival Kits Build Communication, Principal Goes Door to
Door With Back-to-School Message, and Principals Share Parent Involvement Ideas.
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Open House
Open House is an education tradition, but it's a tradition that can always benefit from
some new ideas. Education World offers some unique twists on the tradition -- including an
Open House scavenger hunt and an Open House night run by students -- on our special
archive page, Attracting Parents to "Open House" Night.

More Special Events
Many schools use the opening weeks of school as the occasion for holding special
Pastries for Parents days. Since Grandparents Day is the second Sunday in September, this
month is also a great time to hold a Goodies for Grandparents event or a Grandparents BBQ.
The Grandparents BBQ, held on a Saturday, is a big hit at Bennion Elementary School in
Taylorsville, Utah. In addition, the school presents monthly Parents and Pastries events.
"Parents read to the children and the children read to their parents," principal Donnette
McNeill-Waters told Education World. "We have also called this event Dougllnuts for Dad in
a specific attempt to get more fathers i_nvolved."

At Hendrix Elementary "we always plan our Muffins for Moms and other pastry events
around a short daytime program the adults can stay and attend," said Dawn Neely. Connect
confections to a student display or performance -- or simply to an opportunity to visit
students' classrooms -- and you're sure to have a real crowd pleaser. (Gary Hopkins, 2003)

(Dawn Hawkins) Our lives are busy and it is difficult for parents to be able to fit in
involvement in the school their children attend. That is quite understandable, but, there are
great benefits to being involved in what is going on with your child at school and the
activities that go on there. You only have one chance to raise your children. The things you do
or don't do now will affect your children for the rest of their lives.
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Here are some of the advantages of parental involvement in school:
Knowledge

If you are involved in your children's school you will be more aware of any issues that
the school and your children face. You will also be more aware of when report cards and such
things are being sent out. You will have an insiders view rather than standing outside a very
small window looking in.

Better Relationship
Your relationship with your children is much better when you are involved in the
school. When you have the interaction of volunteering to the school, you get to see your child
on a regular basis throughout the day. You will see first hand what your child has been doing
rather than relying on spotty reports from the child who often leaves out the intricate details.
This will allow the conversation out of school to take an entirely new direction.

Grades Don't Suffer As Much
Lack of parental involvement in their child's school doesn't stop at the school doors. A
parent must keep him/herself in the know about homework assignments. Parents need to
know about the subjects that his/her child is learning in order to help the child when he/she
gets "stuck" on something. The more you can help your child with schoolwork, the better
his/her grades will be.

Friends
When you get involved in school, you will get to know the people that he/she "hangs
out" with. There won't be a face you don't know. When your child talks about "Jenny
Pumpernickel" you will know her face and what type of person she is. This comes in handy
when the children get older and have more freedoms.
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It Shows You Care
Being involved in your child's schooling shows your child that you care about
him/her and about the school itself. Children will often complain when their parents get
involved in the school. That is only natural. The truth is, they don't really mean it. They say it
' parents. What they
because they don't want their friends to think they totally rely on their

really mean to say is, "Thanks for caring about me more than the other kids parents do!"

Not everyone can be totally involved in the school their children attend. The need for
nearly every person to work has created a bai;rier between parents and the school system.
There doesn't have to be a total lack of parental involvement in school though. You can do
little things to be part of what is going on in your child's school life. Attending meetings or
even going to the school concert can be great ways to show your support for the school. The
opportunities are limitless.

2.5.3 Students cannot follow the school norm.
I

l.

Effects of School-Level Norms on Student Substance Use
This study examines the relationship between school norms of substance use
disapproval (disapproval by the student body) and students' u_se of cigarettes, alcohol, and
marijuana'. Data came from nationally representativ~ samples of 8th (N = 16,051 ), 10th (N =
13,251), and 12th (N = 8,797) grade students, attending 150, 140, and 142 schools,
respectively. These students participated in the Monitoring the Future Project in 1999.
Measures of school norms of disapproval of substance use were obtained by aggregating
students' personal disapproval of daily cigarette use, heavy drinking, and marijuana use within
each school. Analysis using logistic nonlinear hierarchical models indicated that in general,
school-level disapproval lowered the probability of students' use of these substances,
controlling for their own disapproval and for student and school demographic characteristics.
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The beneficial effect of school-level disapproval of cigarette and marijuana use on 8th-grade
students' probability of daily cigarette use and marijuana use was significantly higher than it
was for the 12th-grade students. The effect of school-level disapproval of heavy drinking on
the probability of students' drinking was not significantly different across the three grades.
Further, a school environment of disapproval was also found to create a protective
environment for those students in the 8th and 10th grades who were themselves not
disapproving of daily cigarette use. These results argue for prevention programs that include
creation of an overarching environment of disapproval of substance use in schools. (Kumar

R.; O'Malley P.M. ; Johnston L.D.; Schulenberg J.IE.; Bachman J.G.) Source: Prevention
Science, Volume 3, Number 2, June 2002, pp. 105-124(20)

2.6 Conceptual Framework of the study

The Conceptual Framework consists of three parts: they are: (1) Phase I- The
Diagnosis (2) Phase II- Development & Implementation and (3) Phase III- Evaluation. They
are used to analyze the current situation problems that are occurring in Organization. It is very
important for the organization effectiveness. The researcher identifies and describes the
conceptual framework in this study as shown in Table 2.1

Table 2.1: Conceptual framework in Secondary 1 room 8

Organization Development Intervention on Students' Behavior, Classroom
Management and Communication in Classroom Secondary 1 Room 8 at Saint Gabriel's
College
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Classroom Secondary 1 room 8
Pre-OD
intervention
1. Students
behavior
- Students don't
submit their
homework.
- Students are
lazy and sleep in
class.
- Students lack
leadership skills
and don't have
self confidence.
2. Classroom
Management

ODI
Motivate students

"Some Ideas for Motivating Students"
By: Robert Harris
- Rewards giving
"The Gentleman of St. Gabriel's College"
- Motivate students
- Strengthen students' self-motivation
- Training The Leadership Program and
Boy scout at Soulpui in Rachabury
province for 3 days.
- Smart boys teach their friends.

By: Robert D. Ramsey's "Classroom
management strategies and techniques".

- Physical setting - Separate two groups by using two small
classrooms.
limited area in
.....
classroom.
.::
c: - Set teams student cleaner
- Giving rewards
-The dirty
classroom is not
suitable for study. - Set teams arrange board.
- Secondary level has the announcement
board competition.
-The
announcement
- Giving rewards and show on honor al.
board not update
and not
frame in class.
interesting.

!l1itr~t\i\~

3.
Communication
- Lack of
communication
between teacher
and parents.

- Teacher uses students' homework book
to write news or students' comment for
parents to know.
- Turn back all school's documents and
includes the parents' signature to the
teacher.
- Teacher gives school activities schedule
and school journal for students and
parents to know.

Post-OD intervention
- Students submit their
homework more than
before.
- Students are diligent.
They don't sleep but
concentrate to learn
more.
- Students achieve and
become the leaders.

- Classroom is
comfortable and can set
activities in group.
- Classroom's cleanliness
encourages students to
learn more.
- Get the reward "The
best classroom good
clean"
- Information board
always updated and
interesting.
- Get the reward and
have their names on
honor frame in class.
- The parents can
communicate with
teacher and know more
about school news.
- The parents collaborate
with teacher and support
every activity of school.
- Students can
understand about school
activities and St.
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- Students cannot
understand about
school activities
and St.Gabriel's
culture.

-

Teacher has the meeting with
parents in Parents Meeting Day.

Gabriel's culture.

The steps of conceptual framework of Classroom Secondary 1 room 8 are shown in
Part 1: Students' behavior, Part 2: Classroom Management and Part 3: Communication.

Partl: Student behavior
1. Students don't submit their homework.

Pre OD!
Some students don't submit their homework. There are several reasons then it may be
that homework is boring or takes more time to do it. Sometimes, they don't understand the
contents because some homework is too difficult for them. It makes them unable to think of
any ideas and don't ask teacher for understanding. Someday they forgot to do it. Most
students have a problem about bad time management. The important thing is students don't
get the scores of subj ect. When they get homework and then they are lazy to do it and collect
a lot of homework, then when the deadline comes, they cannot finish it. This is a problem for
the lazy students.

0
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A teacher should ask himself/herself "Why don't those students do their homework?"
first then answer this question exactly. Then the researcher thinks to solve this problem
quickly.
- Every week, the researcher writes the comments in homeroom book and sends a report about
their statistics homework to their parents every Friday.
- Setting the rewards "The Gentleman of St. Gabriel's College", for students' good results.
- Teacher may give them work in group which is easy to do it.
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Post OD!
Students submit their homework more than before and get high scores. It includes
students' behavior on time. Classroom is good atmosphere and students learn happily.
Homeroom teacher gives them reward "The Gentleman of St. Gabriel's College".

2. Students are lazy and sleep in class.
Pre OD!
The students don't pay attention to the class; they always talk with their friends during
learning. Some students are lazy and sleep in class or do something which does not relate with
their learning. Some students have slow behavior and when they do something they always
take it slowly. They often show their lazy behavior in class.

- The researcher motiv~tes by using this process "Classroom management strategies and
techniques" of Robert D.Ramsey's.
f>RI l.

The researcher tries to change students' attitude by motivating each of them about
these bad behavior and the bad results. By telling students about the bad results that they may
get, good friends can take care of them too.
The researcher reports students' behavior in class to the parents be take care of students
to do every thing on time not only go to bed to get up early morning.
The teacher has to remind that "If teaching is easy, everyone will do it." Teaching in
front of a classroom full of students can be challenging, but on the other hand, very rewarding.
Also teacher asks students questions and makes eye contact with students.
The researcher gives individual attention during breaks and gives strong positive
reinforcement for any contribution.
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Post OD!
The students change their behaviors. Students are diligent. They don't sleep but
concentrate to learn more because the teachers have many methodologies for taking care of
them. Students are active and have responsibilities more than before.

3. Students lack the leadership skills and don't have self confidence.

Pre OD!
Secondary I room8 has all new students so they don't know who are perfect or genius
person. They cannot choose another one and all of them lack self confidence also.
They don't know who are the leaders in their classroom.

Researcher should observe their students' behaviors because students will show their
behaviors differently. Researcher encourages and strengthens students' self-motivation.
The researcher sets program training The Leadership and Boy scout at Soulpui in Rachabury
province for 3 days. After they finish this program, researcher has the smart boys to teach and
help their friends in classroom.

Post OD!
Students have more confidence and more courage for themselves. They achieve and
become the leaders.

Part2: Classroom Management
J. Physical setting limited area in classroom

Pre OD!
Many teachers have a problem about physical setting in limited area in secondary I
room8 when they come to teach because they cannot manage the activities comfortably.
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There ate sixty students and some are big boys. It includes many big desks, chairs, teacher's
table, school bags, overhead and big portfolio shelf. These are the parts that used some area
in class but they are necessary that teacher must use to teach. It is a difficult problem to
solve because the area cannot be enlarged.

- The researcher observes area in secondary I room8, there is IO x 10 meters per sixty students
and must know that a safe, clean, comfortable and attractive classroom can stimulate learning
and help build a classroom community.

ERS/

- Researcher separates sixty students into two groups by using two small classrooms closely.

- Researcher uses the classroom management strategies and techniques of Robert D.Ramsey
to improve classroom's physical situation.

-

~

- Secondary I room8 classroom is not suitable to set up desks in a circle or half-circle because
there are many desks in classroom. The research can set the desks for small groups work
especially well for classes that include collaborative activities. This arrangement also allows
the teacher to group together students with svrular needs, which makes individualized
instruction easier.

Post OD!
In secondary I room8 classroom, after setting up, the researcher gives them a practice
to walk comfortably. Students have enough space to work and move around, that everyone in
the classroom can see and hear and that every part of the room is as pleasant as possible. For
example, write on the blackboard, and then take a walk around the room. Classroom is
comfortable and can set activities in groups. This intervention can help researcher create a
classroom environment that is welcoming, comfortable, clean and secure.

tlmASSVMPTIONUNIVERSITYJ.IBR.AJlV
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2. The dirty classroom is not suitable for study.
Pre OD!
Secondaryl room8 classroom is a square room and has air-condition. There are four
mirror windows, two big doors, one big board and three small boards made from the flannel;
it is beautiful but quite difficult to clean. It includes white board for teaching process. In
addition, on the floor there are some equipments, it cannot be cleaned easily. For secondary!
room8 classroom must clean classroom on Tuesday until Friday the same every week. On
every Monday, students do not clean because the school provides a janitor to clean in every
Friday evening. Everyday students always make their classroor;n dirty. The researcher is tired
of this problem so much because some students ignore their duties. This is a big problem for
the researcher.

The researcher uses the classroom management strategies and techniques of Robert
D.Ramsey' s to improve classroom management.

eRIEt.

The researcher manages classroom effective by asking students' opinions (motivate by
Robert Harris) to change students' attitude.

*

The researcher set teams of student cleaners for everyday to clean classroom in schedule
cleaning let begin Tuesday morning until morning Friday at 7-7:30 a.m everyday. Each team
has five student cleaners. There are 3 brooms for sweeping and two remainders to clean
whiteboard and arrange all desks. These are the main duties that students must do. The steps
for cleaning are this room must be cleaned from top to bottom because room may be still dirty.
Researcher has paper for students to sign their name when they finish cleaning the room.
Then teacher checks if students clean well or not?
For each month in secondary! level the researcher gives a certificate and reward for the
best classroom cleaning to encourage students to realize this.
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Declare the good students on the honor frame in classroom to admire them.

Post OD!
If students help to clean their classroom together, students enjoy learning. Then

researcher is proud of all students and then researcher hopes that her students will come to
clean their classroom without name checking. If students realize their duties then St. Gabriel's
college will become better for its cleanliness, light and good atmosphere. Classroom's
cleanliness will encourage students to learn more.

3. The announcement board is not updated and not interesting.
Pre OD!
The announcement board in classroom is not updated and not interesting because
students ignore this work. There are many boards in secondary! room8. This is one reason
that students are lazy to arrange it

Ror,_,
The researcher uses the classroom management strategies and techniques of Robert
D.Ramsey' s to improve classroom management.
The researcher manages classroom effectively by asking students' opinions (motivate by
Robert Harris) to change students' attitude.
The researcher set teams of students to arrange boards and give them credit by declaring
names on the honor frame.
Secondary level has the announcement board competition.

Post OD!
Students are proud of themselves and diligent to design their all holiday. Moreover,
they gain general knowledge all time and try to search for next board. It makes them able to
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organize inside their group. Other teachers appreciate room8 announcement board that
information is always updated and some board holiday got a certificate from secondary 1
level about the beautiful and creative board too. They get the reward from the secondary level.

Part3: Communication
1. Lack of Communication between teacher and parents.
Pre OD!
The most important is the communication in secondary l room8 because this classroom is
all new students from other schools. Researcher gains information from this survey. The
students have to know everything and so do parents such as; academic schedule, school' s
activities, and students' problems.

- The parents meeting day in secondaryl room8. The main thing is to select one leader
and committee from the parents by voting in class for collaborating everything from
researcher.
- The parent as a leader will separate sub-groups ·and there are represents by ten per a
sub- group. It can communicate easily.

U1&!J'il

- The teacher announces some news about activities for this class, teacher can contact
parents as a leader to know and then he/she will call to others next.
- The students have to turn back all school ' s documents to the researcher including the
parents' signature.
- The researcher can comment on the behavior of students in homeroom books to the
parents and then parents can answer or request about their sons to researcher.
- The researcher gives parents her number of mobile phone directly.
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Post OD!
The parents can communication with teacher and know more about school news. The
parents collaborate with teacher and support every activity of school. They are satisfied with
the ways that it can connect with school easily and can perceive every thing that they should
know from school. The parents can contact with the researcher easily and can solve the
problems immediately.

2. Students cannot understand about School Activities and St. Gabriel's culture.
Pre OD!

\\JERS/

Students in secondary! room8 are all new students from other school. Then all
school's activities haven't been known by them yet. They have to learn that to know new
things.

,_..

r-

- At the first meeting with parents the researcher tries to tell about ST. Gabriel ' s activities that
it is important for them.
- The teacher gives school activities schedule and school journal for students and parents to
know for one academic year.
- The researcher will send thank you note for every activity that the parents support to school
for the parents to know that the researcher received the money from their son in their
homeroom book also.
- School provides a website inside there are several things that concerns with school activities
then the parents and students can check from home. (School's website, www.sg.ac.th)
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Post OD!
Students can understand about school activities and St. Gabriel's culture. The parents
are satisfied with these ways and pleased to collaborate with researcher because they want
their sons to study at nice school. When school provides activities, parents always want to
support some money or some things to help their son's classroom and school willingly.
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CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter presents the methodology by explaining the process of implementing the
research in terms of research design, respondents, research instruments, data collection
technique, and data analysis.

3.1 Research Design
This research focuses on the impact of Organization Development Intervention in
terms of Students' Behavior, Classroom JV1anage:qient and Communication in secondary I
room8. The researcher works with the new students in secondary 1 room 8 to identify,
propose, and implement by using ODI instructional development intervention. This
framework consists of Pre-OD I, ODI and Post-OD I in the figure below:
PRE-ODI

Phase I
Diagnosis
Situation
Analysis/
Assessment

ODI

Phase2
Identify,
Develop

POST-ODI

Phase3
Monitor

&

&

Implement
ODI

Evaluation
Desired

Figure 3.1: Organization Development Interventions
Phase I: Diagnosis Situation Analysis/Assessment
This Phase focuses on area that researcher wants to research in terms of Students'
Behavior, Classroom Management and Communication in secondary I room8. These are
problems for the researcher who wants to solve or improve it better. The researcher is the
Home room teacher in this classroom then this is the duty ofresearcher definitely.
It begins with the first step of collecting data by studying how the researcher can
manage and develop for new students. It includes more data on the students' learning
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behaviors and anything in class problems. The researcher observes and asks some students to
know information in class for improving.

The second step points to the problems; the researcher considers the details of
problems and arranges the importance of the problems from the least to the big problems.
Then use SWOT analysis for understanding the Strengths and Weaknesses, and for looking at
the Opportunities and Threats. From SWOT analysis results, the researcher classifies the
interesting problems that researcher needs to solve first and second.

The third step researcher selects the most important problems from SWOT analysis
about the new students in secondary I room8.Then classifi es these problems into 3 areas:
Students' Behavior, Classroom Management and Communication.

Phase II: Identify, Develop and Implement ODI
After assessing and checking the O rganization Development Intervention in terms of
Students' Behavior, Classroom Management, and Communication in secondary I room8, the
researcher prepares Instructional Development Intervention (ODI) activities to conduct ODI's
as follows :

Organization Development Intervention Activities

Nert

The first area is Students Behavior, the situations are the students don't submit their
homework, the students are lazy and sleep in class and the students play games. The process
that researcher uses activities to solve are:

1. Students' Behavior
All of students in secondary I room8 are the new students from other schools, the
researcher use Icebreakers theory for the first meeting with the students. Let students trust
and feel safety. Then the researcher uses Robert Harris motivation technique with
students by using these activities:

1. Explain about S.G culture and classroom using
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2. Students rewards when they do something good, researcher tells students for
collecting the good things for the rewards such as, S.G gentleman, students' board in
class 8 positions and good leadership then these good boys can become smart boys by
helping their friends learning. There is the honor frame to note students' names when
they have good case so this honor frame is shown in class.

3. Care all students fairly that research should have for everyone.
4. Satisfy students' needs, researcher makes the democracy by using students' votes.
5. Use positive emotions to enhance learning and motivation, researcher makes
students have concentration to learn more.

2. Classroom Management and Communication

0

The second area is Classroom Management and communication; the situations are the
physical setting is limited area in classroom, the dirty classroom is not suitable for studying
and the announcement board is not updated and not interesting. The communication students
do not understand school activities and students cannot follow school norm. The process that
researcher uses is classroom management strategies and techniques by Robert D.Ramsey 's by
using activities to solve the following:

INCIT

- Managing classroom effective; by asking students' opinions (motivate by Robert Harris), set
team of student cleaners and team students arrange board (by collecting credits for rewards)

- Communication with motivating your students; the researcher has the meeting with students
in group monthly.

- Working with parents to get the best results for their children; let students turn in all
documents and includes the parents' signatures, gives school activities schedule or send
e-mail to parents and tells about school norm in Parents Meeting Day and interpret on school
website.
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- Collaborating with other teachers and educators; researcher interviews with others teachers
of other subjects that teach in secondary I room8.
These are Organization Development Intervention Activities that are used to solve these
situations of students' problems in secondary 1 room 8. This process will be used again after
the first time and then check them by using this process for post- ODI.

Phase ID: Monitor and Evaluation
After Organization Development Intervention (ODI), the researcher explores or
assesses these problems of Pre-OD I, ODI conduct, and getting the results from the ODI
process. The researcher uses Post-ODI to compare the outputs or impacts to pre-test and posttest for developing the students' problems, classroom management and communication in
secondary 1 room 8. The researcher gets results to present and analyses data.

3.2 The Respondents
The researcher observes area problems in secondary 1 room 8. Most problems come
from the students in this room. Researcher shows the areas of each classroom setting on the
floor at the Andrew Building. All of students from classroom 1-7 stay on 2 nd fl oor but students
from room8 stay on 5th floor at the Andrew Building. The researcher can classify that in the
table below:

~INrE:J969
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Table 3.2.1 : Classify area of secondary 1
St. Gabriel's ColleJ?e, Andrew Buildinl!
Classroom of Secondary 1
Class Floor
Secondarv 1 room 1
2
Secondary 1 room 2
2
Secondary 1 room 3
2
Secondarv 1 room 4
2
Secondary 1 room 5
2
Secondary 1 room 6
2
Secondary 1 room 7
2
Secondary 1 room 8
5
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The researcher classifies about the old students that passed from Primary 6 at S.G and
the new students from other schools to identify view clearly. There are many classrooms that
have some new students and some classrooms don't have new

stu~ents.

Especially, all of the

sixty students in classroom 8 are new students from others school. So the researcher sees
some problems from them because researcher will stay with them always.

Table 3.2.2: Classify the new students of secondary 1

Classroom

Amount
64
64
63
60
64
63
64

Room I
Room2
Room3
Room4
Room5
Room6
Room7
I

Room8

Students passed
from
Primary 6 at S.G
60
.. u \;;
.-~\ \ 59
63
60
60
61
63

-

New students
from
others school
4
; 1k 5

- 4
2
1

-

• 60

-

(I

60

~

~
~

~

c::
~

The respondents of this study are the students and teachers of Saint Gabriel College
shows in table 3.2.3

Table 3.2.3: Population
Population

Nert

Number of respondent

I.Student
2.Teacher

10

Total

70

3.3 The Research Instruments
The researcher uses two instruments to collect data and testing. There are
Questionnaires and Interviews. The researcher uses questionnaires to collect data about school
culture and norm from all of new students.
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3.3.1 Questionnaires
The researcher uses questionnaires as research instruments. There are three sets for
new students in secondary 1 room 8. The researcher will distribute questionnaires two times
for Pre-ODI and Post-OD I to check results.

3.3.2 Interview Guide
The researcher uses Interview Guide as a tool to interview teachers who teach in
secondary 1 room 8. The researcher wants to know about the students' behavior and
classroom management and communication with the students in secondary 1 room 8. This
interview Guide can help researcher to know more information about this secondaryl room8.

3.4 Data Collection Techniques Procedure
The researcher uses several techniques to collect data accurately. They are the
following techniques:

3.4.1

Data Collection Techniques

Use of Questionnaires survey
The survey questionnaires are used as the first step with the new students in secondary
1 room 8 for surveying about the school culture and norm because they are new students who
come from other schools. The researcher wants to know if they know about school
information. The researcher makes the questionnaires in.English and then researcher
translates to in Thai to make sure students understand clearly. This was the main method used
in data collection, because the result could be measured quantitatively. The researcher
collected the data by Pre-OD I phase before implementation in order to compare with the
questionnaires of the Post-OD! phase.

Interview
This is a way that can help researcher collect data more. The researcher uses Interview
Guideline about one time for asking teacher who teaches in secondary 1 room 8 about the first
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area that is the new students' behavior. The second area is about classroom management that
their teachers must concern with it. So the researcher wants to ask if the physical setting of
limited area in classroom is suitable for teaching. Certainly, these situations impact the
teachers who teach in this classroom. More information that researcher gets from other
teachers is important and effective way of data collection because it was an interactive and
two ways communications and the immediate answer could be obtained.

3.4.2 Data Collection Procedure
This research collects data by stepl uses survey questionnaires with the new students
in secondaryl room8 and step2 analyze data gathered from these questionnaires that is PreODI. Then step3 interview for asking teachers about students' behaviors and classroom
management in secondary l room8 that is Post-OD I. The details of data collection procedure
of Pre-ODI and Post-OD I are shown below Figure 3.4: Steps for ODI Process
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Stepl

Step3
Interview for
asking teachers
0

~

survey
questionnaires
use with the new
students
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Step2
Analyze data
getting

Figure 3.2: Steps for ODI Process
Pre Organization Development Intervention (Pre-ODI)
Step 1: Survey questionnaires used with the new students in secondary 1 room 8 for the
first time about students' behavior, classroom environment and S.G information.
Step2: Analyze data gathered from questionnaires.
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Post Organization Development Intervention (Post-ODI)
Step 1: Survey questionnaires used for second time testing.
Step2: Interview teachers for one time.
Step3: Analyzing data gathered
Step4: Comparing between Pre and Post ODI
Step5: Making conclusion and recommendation

3.5 Data Analysis
The researcher uses two parts for analyzing the data which consists of:
3.5.1

Quantitative Analysis
The researcher uses the statistical computer software by using Statistical Package

for Social Science (SPSS) and according to the statistical method as follows:
1). For Th,e students' behavior questionnaire guide, the researcher will use the
statistical are means (

x ), and standard deviation (S.D) and t-Test by using SPSS software.

2). For The classroom management questionnaire guide, the researcher will use the
statistical are means (

x ), and standard deviation (S.D) and t-Test by using SPSS software.

3). For The communication questionnaire guide, the researcher will use the percentage
of frequency and percent by using SPSS software.
3.5.2

Qualitative Analysis

The researcher used interview for measurement of the respondents in one side about
changes which happened after the researcher did the OD interventions.
1). Data from interview ten subjects teachers and students' behaviors, classroom
management and communication this data for analyzing easily.
2). For finding groups data to measure and describe.
3). Interview Guideline will use percentage for asking 100% and makes pine chart
percentile.
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Questionnaire part I: (set A and set B) was analyzed with four point scale. The "paired
sample t-test" was another statistic method used to analyze differences between Pre and Post
ODI. The confidence interval was set at 95%. The average weighted means was to assign to
categories of rating as follows :
Descriptive Rating

A.rbitrary Level

Strongly Agree

4 points

3.25 -4.00

Agree

3 points

2.50-3.24

Disagree

2 points

1.75 - 2.49

Strongly Disagree

1 point

1.00- 1.74

RS/

A mean score was applied for determining the degree of perception on students'
behavior and classroom management.
Questionnaire part II: demographic profile was analyzed by descriptive statistic of frequency

-

distribution and percentage.

For qualitative data analysis, the researcher analyzed the data gathered from in depth
interview, focus group observation then applied it as a supported tool for the collected data
and information from questionnaires.

CIT

A mean score was applied for determining the degree of perception on communication
of students about St. Gabriel's College information.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS

This presentation of results in this chapter is based on the objectives of the research.
The 60 sets of questionnaire were distributed to manage new students in secondaryl room8
and 10 sets for interview questions were conducted with teachers who taught in secondaryl
room8. The expected return rate was 100% percent and found out zero missing value from
these questionnaires. The results and findings on the action research process of new students
in secondaryl room8 in three phases: Pre ODI, ODI and Post ODI are discussed as follows.

4.1 Demographic Profiles of the Respondents
This research was to adopt a working case study to discover future provided the
opportunity to better develop students' behavior classroom management and communication
by using theory of students motivating and technique of classroom managing in the students
of Secondary 1 room 8 of Saint Gabriel College who were samples of the target population.
The frequency and percentage were used to determine the demographic profile of
respondents. This section was focused on the demographic profile of 60 respondents from
only secondaryl Room8 by gender, age and classroom.
The gender of respondents is shows in table 4.1 .1. The 60 respondents were all boys.
Table 4.1.1 : Distribution ofRespondents by Gender

· Gender

Frequency

Percent

Male

60

100.0
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Table 4.1.2 shows that the majority age of respondents were 13 years old represented
80%. This age was the largest portion of the population. There were 8 respondents or 13 % of
all respondents whose age is 12 years. Minority group of 4 respondents are age 14 years,
representing only 7%.
Table 4.1.2: Distribution of Respondents by Age

12

Frequency

Percent

8

13

13

80

14

7

Total

100

60

The classroom of respondents is shows in table 4.1.3. The 1 respondent was only
secondary 1 room8 100%.
Table 4.1.3: Distribution of Respondents by Classroom

RIE

Cfasstbbin

Frequency

Percent

secondaryl room8

1

100

Total

1

100

*

4.2 Phase I: Pre ODI
The Pre ODI phase was conducted to assess the current situation of the school which
focused on three main areas: 1) students' behavior 2).classroom management and
3). communication.
In this phase, the process was to identify the problems in the classroom as a system of
organization and on that basis determine the appropriate ODI activities to improve its current
situations. This part provided the answer to the first research question.
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The data was mainly collected from the primary source using the questionnaire and
interview. In order to support the data analysis of the primary data, the secondary data was
used such as the school policy, teacher's journal, and student's behaviors record. The
following hypotheses were tested:
Research Question 1: What is the current situation of Students' Behavior,
Classroom Management and Communication in secondaryl room8?
Table 4.2.1 shows the perception of respondents toward the students' behavior before
ODI. It shows that the total average means was 2.23, the standard derivation was .361 and the
rating level was "disagree". The classroom management before ODI shows that the total
average means was 2.39, the standard derivation was 0.545 and the rating level was
"disagree". These implied that the respondents were dissatisfied with the current situation of
student's behavior and classroom management.
Table 4.2. l:The perception of respondents toward the students' behavior, Classroom
management before IDI
Test

N

Student's behavior

pre

60

2.23

.361

Disagree

Classroom management

pre

60

2.39

.545

Disagree

Mean

SD

Rating Level

Table 4.2.2 shows the perception ofrespondents toward the students' behavior before
ODI. It shows that the total average means was 2.23, the standard derivation was 0.361 and
the rating level was "disagree". This implied that the respondents were satisfied with work in
group and learning outside class, on the other hand, the respondents were unsatisfied with the
teacher that gave more homework.
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Table 4.2.2:The perception ofrespondents toward the students' behavior before ODI.

N

Observation Items

Test Mean

SD

Rating Level

.

Pre

1. I like learning activities in group.
60

Pre

2. I like to learn individually.
60

Pre

3. I like to learn outside class.
60

Pre

4. My teachers give a lot of homework.
60
60

.... n\\.n ~
\\~~ '0 L3

6. I sleep in class.
A

~

7. I talk in class.

Pre
60
Pre
60

8. I don't submit homework on time.

Pre
60
60

games.
10. I feel lazy in learning.

Pre
ROTff.

60

11 . I feel active in learning.

Pre
60

l.ABO

~

~

Pre

0
Clf\.lr

60

13. I always follow classroom rules.

Pre

fl1i

60

14. I often lie to my parents.

Pre
60

15. I am satisfied with new school S.G.).

Pre
60

Total

1.82

.930

3.10

.951

2.68

.948

60

Pre

Agree
Disagree
Agree
Agree
Disagree

2.30

.870

2.03

.823

2.20

.898

2.02

.854

Pre

9. After school is over, I always play computer

12. I like strict teachers.

.957

Pre

5. My teachers give time enough for each
assignment.

3.00

Disagree
Disagree
Disagree
Disagree

2.32

.856

2.20

.732

2.42

.671

1.67 .752
2.27

.634

1.58

.561

1.90

.656

2.23

.361

Disagree
Agree
Strongly
DisaITTee
Disagree
Strongly
DisaITTee
Disagree
Disagree

Table 4.2.3 shows the perception of respondents toward the classroom environment
before ODI. It shows that the total average means was 2.39, the standard derivation was 0.545
and the rating level was disagreeing. The researcher surveyed and found that students were
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satisfied with the groups sitting and clean classroom can encourage students to learn more; it
includes enough classroom materials too.
Table 4.2.3: The perception of respondents toward the classroom management before ODI

.>'

·. ii

.· :

N

Test

60

Pre

2. I prefer to sit in row.

60

Pre

3. I prefer to sit in group.

60

Pre

60

Pre

I>
. . ,<>> .

. •.:•

L>

• Observation Items
..

. /.•.

·.!

.

Mean

SD

Rating Level

2.28

.783

Disagree

2.07

.841

2.85

.880

2.53

.873

':

1. I like the classroom management which
helps student learning.

Disagree
Agree

4. Cleaning classroom encourages student in

learning.

Disagree

1

5. Classroom management encourages
~

participation and relationship between

60

Pre

2.22

.691

Disagree

teacher and students.
~

6. The notice boards in classroom encourage
60

Pre

students' learning.

2.23

.810

Disagree

I

7.I want to design the notice boards for group.

Disagree

60

Pre

2. 18

.892

60

Pre

2.77

.698

60

Pre

2.75

1.144

Agree

60

Pre

1.98

1.662

Disagree

60

Pre

2.39

.545

8. The equipment is enough in classroom.

Agree

9 .I want to clean my classroom in the
mormng.
10.I want to clean my classroom in the
evening.

Total

Disa2ree
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Table 4.2.4 shows the representation of percentile the communication of students
about St. Gabriel's College information before ODI. It shows that the total average of
Frequencies was 23.6, the total average of Percentiles was 39.34.
The researcher observed and found that students had school knowledge about how old
St.Gabriel's College in this year and the significance of "St. Gabriel's Day".
Table 4.2.4:The representation of percentile on the communication about St. Gabriel's
College information before ODI

Known

C>bservationlt~tns .

Pre
1. Do you know the meaning of S.G symbol?
2. Do you know who is S . Louis Marie de Montfort?
3. Do you know about "The Life Skill Development Camp"?
4. Do you know about College's Day?
5. Do you know what country that IPSLE Program comes from?
6. Do you know when the "St. Gabriel's Day" is?
7. Do you know how old of St. Gabriel's College was in this year?
8. Do you know about "S. G. Night Day"?
9. Do you know about "The Gentlemen of St. Gabriel's Award Day"?
10. Do you know about the meaning of each Sport Day color?
Total

Fre.

Percent

35

58.3

11

18.3
1.7

7

11.7

3

5.0

57

95.0

60

100.0

4

6.7

18

30.0

40

66.7

23.6

39.34

0

4.3 Phase Il: OD Intervention

SINCF1969

In this section, the researcher would present the conducted ODI activities and answer
the research question two: What are the appropriate Organization Development Interventions
(ODI's) for Students' Behavior, Classroom Management and Communication in secondary!
room8?
The researcher conducted and implemented the ODI activities in the area of students'
behavior, classroom management and communication based on the information gathered from
the interview and questionnaires survey.
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4.3.1 Organization Development Intervention (ODI)
The researcher conducted and implemented the ODI activities in the area of students'
behavior, classroom management and communication. For students' behavior intervention,
the researcher plans to motivate students learning. For classroom management intervention,
the researcher plans to improve students' attitude. For communication intervention, the
researcher plans to develop students' responsibilities. The researcher gathers from the
questionnaires survey and interview. Table 4.3.1 shows the data of starting each intervention.

Table 4.3.1 Intervention Time Scale
Process
1. Prepare and meeting students

Start time Date (November-February, 2009-2010)
Nov.23-27,
2009

2. Select the parents' leader for
Dec.1..,4, 2009

class and separate groups' parents
3. Communication by using

-

All academic year 2009

students' homeroom books
4. Students' training about
leadership & boy scout

IN

Dec.11-13,2009

5. Group Smart students tutorial
Jan.4-8,2010

to help the weak students
6. Take action for the classroom

November

December

January

February

cleaning
7. Collecting the students' good.

All academic year.2009

results too get the rewards

1. Prepare and meeting students to motivate them
Date: Nov.23-27, 2009
Objectives: 1. To clarify the steps to undergo during program of this completion for the
researcher and the participants.
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2. To suggest the activities' schedule that school is going to conduct.
3. To help the participants to understand and join easily.
Participants: All the sixty students in secondaryl room8 and ten subject teachers who teach
in class.
Cost: No
Time: In homeroom period
Place: Secondaryl room8

Motivate students
"Some Ideas for Motivating Students" By: Robert Harris
I. Explain
2. Reward
3. Care
4. Have students p articipate
5. Satisfy students' needs

RO Tft

The researcher used technique of Robert Harris to motivate the new students in
secondary I room8 for preparing and meeting. In the researcher's class, researcher would like
to explain the sixty new students to understand such as, the rules of class, school calendar,
and so on. After motivating students, researcher encouraged and strengthened students' selfmotivation. The researcher must care and try to changes students' attitude by participating
with each of them about these bad behaviors and the bad results that follow. By telling
students about the bad results that they may get it and let good friend take care of them too.
The researcher talked with students about the reward "The Gentleman of St. Gabriel's
College", if they have the good behaviors and be honest with themselves, don't lie to others.
A researcher managed classroom effective by asking students' opinions (Satisfy students'

needs) to change students' attitude.
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2. Select the leader ofparents for class and separate groups ofparents in the parents

meeting day
Date: Dec.1-4, 2009
Objectives: 1. To help the parents know about school ' s information and spread the news for
others parents.

2. To direct the parents activities' schedule of school for helping their sons.

3. To participate between researcher and parents closely.
Participants: All of students' parents in secondary! room8.
Cost: No
Time: The parents meeting day, some Saturday
Place: Secondary! room8

In this step, sets by school calendar for the parents meeting day, the parents meeting
day in secondary! room8 . The main thing was to select one leader and committee from the
parents vote in class for collaborating every thing with the researcher. The parent as a leader
separated sub-groups and they were represented by ten in a sub- group. It could communicate
easily. In the first meeting, the researcher tried to explain about S.G activities that it was
important for them because thei sons were the new students, it was necessary for students to
know such as, school activities, school norm and S.G culture. The researcher announced some
news about activities for this class, teacher could contact parents as a leader to know and then
he/she could call the others later. The researcher gave parents the activities schedule of school
for one academic year and on the school's website there were several things that concerned
with school activities then the parents and students could check from home. (School ' s website,
www.sg.ac.th). The researcher gave the parents her mobile phone number directly.
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3. Communication by use students' homeroom books
Date: All academic year 2009
Objectives: 1. To introduce the students to school's news and let the parents know the
news for parents' signature to turn back to the researcher.
2. To comment students and the parents to know about students' behavior for
improvement.
3. For changing school's news or some case of their sons.
Participants: All of students' parents and all students in secondary I room8.
Cost: No
Time: In evening everyday
Place: Students' homeroom books

In this step, the researcher wrote for comment students in homeroom books for some

cases and sent a report about their statistics homework for the parents to know. The researcher
would like to tell some news for parents because researcher will check their students'
homeroom books two times a week, so the parents could answer or request about their sons to
the researcher. The researcher would like to say thank you note for every activity that the
parents supported to school for tb.e arents to know that the researcher received the money
from their son too. The students had to tum back all school' s documents to the researcher
with the parents' signature. Moreover, school had the pamphlet to inform (S.G news and Ufl'W
tl iflfl)

for telling about history or norm of St. Gabriel's College by distributing all of students

in school every month.

4. Students' training about leadership & boy scout
Date: Dec.11-13, 2009
Objectives: 1. To train students for the leadership and more responsibilities.
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2. To help students change their students' behavior.
3. To change students' behavior.
Participants: All of students in secondaryl room8.
Cost: 1,500.$:1 student
Time: All day on Dec.11-13, 2009
Place: Training center at Soulpui in Rachabury Province
In this step, the researcher sent the students to train in the leadership program and boy
scout at Soul pug in Rachabury Province for three days. This was the program training about
patience, on time and sacrifice for others. The program could change the students' behavior to
have leadership and more responsibilities.

5. Groups Smart student tutorial to help for the weak students
Date: Jan.4-8, 2010
Objectives: 1. To train the smart students for the competition and tutor.
2. To help their friends for improvement.
3. To change students' attitude.
Participants: Smart students and weak students.

f>RI l.

Nert

Cost: No
Time: At noon for 5 days
Place: secondary! room8
In this step, there were two programs that trained the smart students to be genius
students by teachers and second program the weak students tutored by the smart students
because it let them practice the teaching and students could use their language more easily
than teachers. The most important, they could help others. The researcher used one week
before midterm test and before final test also. Most students liked this program because they
tried to improve and could change their knowledge standard.
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6. Take action for the classroom cleaning
Date: Nov- Feb, 2009-2010
Objectives: 1. To help the students to be more responsible.
2. To develop their classroom to be good environment and for
"The best clean classroom" in level.
3. To change students' behavior.
Participants: All students
Cost: No

Time: In the morning every day

~\ " Eff S/ l'y

Place: secondary! room8
"Classroom management strategies and techniques" By: Robert D. Ramsey's

1. Communicating with and motivating your students
2. Managing your classroom effectively
3. Working with parents to get the best results for their children

,_..

-

4. Collaborating with other teachers and educators
The researcher tried to change the students' attitude by using Robert D.Ramsey's
"Classroom management strategies and tec~iques" and used the results from Prequestionnaire for developing the classroom also. The researcher set the team of students
everyday to clean classroom Tuesday morning until Friday morning at 7-7:30 a.m everyday.
Each team had five student cleaners. There were 3 brooms for sweeping and two remainders
cleaned whiteboard and arranged all desks. These were the main duties that students had to do
it. The steps for cleaning were this room had to be cleaned from top to bottom because the
room may still be dirty. The researcher had the paper check for students to sign their name
when they finished cleaning the room. Then teacher checked how students cleaned good or
not? For each month in secondary I level, the teacher gave a certificate and reward for the best
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classroom cleaning to encourage students to realize this. The researcher arranged the
information board in this class by sticking the norm, vision, mission, objective, disciplines,
and history of school for new students to know more. The researcher observed area in
secondaryl room8, there were lOxlO meters per sixty students and must know that safe, clean,
comfortable and attractive classroom could stimulate learning and helping build a classroom
community. The researcher set teams of students to arrange boards and gave them credit by
declaring their names on the honor frame. The researcher always asked the parents about their
son's behavior at home and asked for other teacher that taught in room8 about managing for
improvement.

7. Collecting the students good results for getting rewards
Date: All academic year, 2009
Objectives: 1. To help the students improve their behaviors and attitudes
2. To develop their classroom to be good environment and for
"The best clean classroom" in level.
3. For students high scores collecting

f,RIEl.

INCIT

Participants: All students
Cost: No
Time: All day
Place: secondary 1 room8 I at home

The researcher tried to motivate students by using technique of Robert Harris about
the rewards. If students did everything well, the researcher would select for "The Gentleman
of St. Gabriel's College" reward to them. Moreover, the researcher declared the good students
on the honor frame in classroom to admire them. In every Homeroom period, the researcher
tried to let students practice meditation before they studied because when they learn, it helps
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all of them to concentrate to learn. These were the rewards that could encourage them to do
'

the good things more.

4.4 Phase ill: Post ODI
After ODI activities stage and planning had finished, the research tried to answer the
research question three: What is the initial impact of ODI on students' behavior, classroom
management, and communication in secondary 1 room8? The research conducted data
collection after intervention. The researcher used the same questionnaires, which had been
distributed before ODI, and this will be distributed again to the students and teachers, and the
results will be gathered and analyzed again by using SPSS software then to compare Pre-ODI
and Post-OD I. In intervention ODI stage the researcher used Robert Harris technique to
motivate students in secondaryl room8 by 5 items. Before motivating students, researcher
chooses Icebreakers with them in the first time. And then, researcher let them train the
leadership and Boy Scout for 3 days. When students came back, they come to engage the
smart students' group for tutorial to review lessons with weak students. After this intervention,
from feedback, students come to understand and have more responsibilities. They
concentrated on their learning.

*

An advantage of classroom management is the researcher changed students' attitude
by using By: Robert D. Ramsey's "Classroom management strategies and techniques". The
researcher used "The best clean classroom" in secondaryl level. In room8, researcher set team
students cleaner and team board arranging by using in second semester from November to
February. Finally, in secondaryl room8 got the reward from Head oflevel and shown on
score board on secondaryl floor. As for the communication, researcher let the students'
parents choose 1 head of the parent as a representative to contact the researcher about news
then the parents are separated with their groups for helping.
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From interview of students' behavior, classroom management and communication in
secondary I room8, the researcher found'feedback that tutorial was satisfactory because they
could understand the contents much more and do their exercise themselves. Furthermore, the
tutors are their friends who know what their friends want and how to explain them; thus, they
enjoyed and realized that they are a part of their classroom.
Table 4.4.1 shows the perception of respondents toward students' behavior after ODI.
It shows that the total average means was 2.56, the standard derivation was 0.236and the

rating level was agree. This implied that the respondents agree with the current students'
behavior. The perception of respondents toward classroom management after ODI shows that
the total average means was 2.89, the standard derivation was 0.477 and the rating level was
agree. This implied that the respondents agree with the current classroom management.

-

Table 4.4.1 :The perception of respondents toward the students' behavior, Classroom
management after ODI.

Test

N

Student's behavior

post

60

2.56

0.236

Agree

Classroom management

post

60

2.89

0.477

Agree

Mean

SD

Rating Level

Fl
Table 4.4.2 shows the perception of respondents toward the students' behavior after
ODI. It shows that the total average means was 2.56, the standard derivation was 0.236 and
the rating level was agreeing. This implied that the respondents were satisfied with new
school that was St. Gabriel's College.
The researcher observed and found that most students improved their behavior such as
pay attentions, less talkative and submitted their homework on time. They followed rules of
classroom and were active while learning.
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Table 4.4.2The perception of respondents toward the students' behavior after ODI

Observation Items

N

Test

Mean

SD

Rating Level

'

1. I like learning activities in group.

Post
60

2. I like to learn individually.

Post
60

3. I like to foam outside class.

Post
60

4. My teachers give a lot of homework.

Post
60

5. My teachers give time enough for
each assignment.
6. I sleep in class.

~~~

60

60
Post
60

8. I don't submit homework on time.

Post
60
60

--

... ·--·•1(._

10. I feel lazy in learning.

Post
60

L.ABOR

11. I feel active in learning.

Post
60

12. I like strict teachers.

~

Post
~

60
Post

13. I always follow classroom rules.
60

Post

14. I often lie to my parents.
60

.827

3.35

.732

3.10

.877

2.90

.796

1.87

.999

2.50

1.033

2.37

.901

1.60

.887

2.00

.864

2.88

.'783

1.78

.846

3.00

.781

1.82

.813

3.45

.723

Strongly Agree

2.56

.236

Agree

Disagree
Strongly Agree
Agree

Agree
Disagree
Agree
Disagree
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree
Agree
Disagree
Agree
Disagree

Post

15. I am satisfied with new school
60
(S.G.).

Total

2.40

Post

9. After school is over, I always play
computer games.

.729

Post

Post

~~

7. I talk in class.

Strongly Agree

3.33

60

Post
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Table 4.4.3 the perception of respondents toward the classroom management after
ODI shows that the total average means was 2.89, the standard derivation was 0.477 and the
rating level was agreeing.
The researcher observed and found that clean of classroom and good atmospheres that
in important for students learning. Most students didn't like to clean their classroom in the
evening because they had special class in the evening.
Table 4.4.3The perception of respondents toward the classroom management after ODI

Rating
~

"

· Obsert'atfon Items
...

.

N

Test

60

Post

Mean

SD

Level

3.08

.996

Agree

2.53

.982

3.37

.823

2.90

.896

\

1. I like the classroom management which helps
student learning.
~

2. I prefer to sit in row.
~·~

3. I prefer to sit in group.

60

Post

60

Post

r
!

4. Cleaning classroom encourages student in
learning.
5. Classroom management encourages participation
and relationship between teacher and students.

Agree
Strongly
Agree
Agree

60

Post

60

Post

3.20

.971

Agree

60

Post

2.98

.873

Agree

60 · Post

2.73

.936

Agree

60

Post

3.05

.891

Agree

9. I want to clean my classroom in the morning.

60

Post

3.00

.939

Agree

10. I want to clean my classroom in the evening.

60

Post

2.00

60

Post

6. The notice boards in classroom encourage
students' learning.

A
1

7. I want to design the notice boards 'for group.
8. The equipment is enough in classroom.

Total

."-I

2.89

1.008 Disagree

.477

Agree

Table 4.4.4 the representation of the percentile on the communication about
St Gabriel's College information after ODI shows that the total average :frequencies was 54.8,
the total average percentiles was 91.34.That was Post-ODI of the percentiles increases than
Pre-ODI was 52 percentages.
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The researcher observed and found that most students know about St. Gabriel's
College information more than before on every item.
Table 4.4.4: the represent of the percentile on the communication about students to St.
Gabriel's College information after ODI
.·

I·

· Observation Items

1. Do you know the meaning of S. G symbol?
2. Do you know who is St. Louis Marie de Montfort?
3. Do you know about "The Life Skill Development Camp"?
4. Do you know about College' s Day?
5. Do you know what country that ~S LE Program comes from?
6. Do you know when is "St. Gabriel' s Day"?
7. Do you know how old of St. Gabriel's College was in this year?
8. Do you know about "S.G. Night Day"?
9. Do you know about "The Gentlemen of St. Gabriel's Award Day"?
I 0. Do you know about the meaning of each Sport Day color?
Total
r - ..,

Known
Post
Frea.

Percent

55

91.7

52

86.7

53

88.3

47

78.3

52

86.7

60

100.0

60

100.0

52

86.7

58

96.7

59

98.3

54.8

91.34

4.5 The perception of respondents toward the Students' behavior, Classroom
management and Communication after ODI
For this part, the researcher sets an information interview with the teachers. There are
5 questions for interview guide to discover the satisfaction of the teachers with the students
and teaching environment in secondary I room8.The result of the teachers found that for the
teachers started class teachers.should tell students about students' role and class rules and let
students do the meditation. For classroom management teachers thought that limited area for
sixty students and cannot do activities because there was not enough times too. For the
communication between teachers with students in class, from the results, teachers could
communicate or participate with students during the teaching period. The results that teachers
could talk with students and asked the questions, often warned and admonished students and
talked with some students who do not concentrate. For students' behavior, teachers said that
some students paid attention and sometimes students talked.
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~

Tell students about students'
role and class rules

~

Let students make the
meditation

!±ll Review the old lesson

El Set games for students
interesting

Figure 4.1: Pie graph of secondaryl room8 teachers' feeling about students learning.
The figure 4.1 shows there were 10 respondents ( 100%) who knew that how teachers
should do with their students in class learn better than before. 3 respondents (3 0%) teachers
should tell students about students' role and class rules and 3 respondents (30%) teachers
should let students do the meditation. 2 respondents (20%) teachers should review the old
lesson and 2 respondent (20%) teachers should set games for stimulating student interest.

Eil Didn't use materials in

class but use subject
sheets
IE3 Limited area for sixty
students

Figure 4.2: Pie graph of secondary I room8 teachers think about classroom management.
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The figure 4.2 shows there were 10 respondents ( 100%) who knew that how teachers
thought about class management, atmosphere and materials in class for helping their students
to learn better than before. 5 respondents (50%) teachers thought that limited area for sixty
students. 4 respondents (40%) teachers thought that now it is suitable. 1 respondents ( 10%)
teachers thought that they didn't use materials in class but use subject sheets.

haven't enough times and
limited area
8 Separates students' groups
from a lot of it uses more times

Figure 4.3: Pie graph of secondary I room8 teachers think about students' activities in class.

The figure 4.3 shows there were 10 respondents (100%) who knew that how teachers
should set activities with their students in class. 3 respondents (30%) teachers cannot do
activities because there is not enough time and limited area. 2 respondents (20%) teachers
thought that separating groups from a lot of students used more time. 3 respondents (30%)
teachers thought that when teachers set their groups students should talk a lot. 2 respondent
(20%) teachers could separate group for students' activities.
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and ask the questions
CD Often warn and
admonish students
~

Somtimes talk with
students

others student not
concentrate
secondaryl room8 teachers feeling about students' communication.
The figure 4.4 shows there were 10 respondents (100%) who knew that teachers
communicated or participated with students during teaching period. 3 respondents (30%)
teachers could talk with students and asked the questions. 3 respondents 30%) teachers often

.

warned and admonished students. 1 respondent (10%) teachers sometimes talked with
students. 3 respondent (30%) teachers thought some students talked then others students did
not concentrate.
El First Semester they are
interested then Second
Semester they are not
concentrate.
~ Sometimes talk

~Talk

a Jot and not pay
attention

!?':.l Some students are good

and some not good

li3 Pay attention and
sometimes talk
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Figure 4.5: Pie graph of secondaryl room8 teachers ' feeling about students' behavior.
The figure 4.5 shows there were 10 respondents (100%) who knew that teachers
thought about students' behavior in secondary! room8 while they taught them. 2 respondents
(20%) teachers thought that first semester they were interested than second semester they did
not concentrate on their lessons. 1 respondent ( 10%) teacher thought that there were some
students who talked. 3 respondents (30%) teachers felt that students talked a lot and did not
pay attention. 2 respondents (20%) teachers felt that some students were good and some
students were not good. 2 respondents (20%) teachers felt that some students paid attention
and sometimes students talked.
4.6 Hypothesis Testing
In this section, the researcher would discuss the result of both quantitative and
qualitative data analysis. Furthermore, the researcher would answer the research question
three: What is the impact of ODI on service process for curriculum development for
Students' Behavior, Classroom Management and Communication in secondaryl room8?
Eventually, the result of testing the research hypothesis would be concluded.

Ho 1: There is no initial impact of ODI on Students Behavior, Classroom Management
and Communication.

SINCE1969

Ha 1: There is initial impact of ODI on Students Behavior, Classroom Management and
Communication.
Table 4.6.1 the Comparison Sample t-Test on the students' behavior before and after
ODI, shows that the total average mean of pre-ODI was 2.23 and the standard derivation was
0.361. After implementation on ODI activities, the total average mean of post-ODI was 2.56
and the standard derivation was 0.236. Moreover, the p-value was 0.00 which was less than
the significance level of 0.05 so the null hypothesis (H0 ) was rejected and the alternative was
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accepted. This could imply that there was a significant difference in the students' behavior
before and after the ODI.
Table 4.6.1 the Comparison sample t-Test table on the classroom management before
and after ODI shows that the total average mean of pre-ODI was 2.39 and the standard
derivation was .545. After implementation ofODI activities, the total average mean of postODI was 2.89 and the standard derivation was .477. Moreover, the p-value was 0.00 which
was less than the significance level of 0.05 so the null hypothesis (H.o) was rejected and the
alternative was accepted. This could imply that there was a significant difference in the
classroom management before and after the ODI.
Table 4.6.1 :The Comparison Sample t-Test on the Students' behavior and Classroom
management before and after ODI.

Student's behavior

f/)
Classroom management

*

Test

N

Pre

60

Post

60

Pre

60

,,
Post

60

Mean

SD

2.23

0.361

2.56

0.236

2.39

0.545

2.89

0.477

t-.test

p-value

6.295

.00

5.014

.00

Table 4.6.2 according to the Comparison sample t-Test table of pre ODI and post ODI
on the students' behavior shows that there was an improvement after implementing the ODI
activities as the total average mean increased from 2.23 to 2.56. This implied that students
improved their behaviors when they received the positive thinking from the teacher
motivating and their good friends .
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Table 4.6.2: The Comparison Sample t-Test on the Students' behavior before and after ODI
·
>

.

'

'.,: '·~

Obsery~timi
.;·

Items

N

Test

Mean

3.33

.729

60

Post
Pre

3.00

.957

Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre

2.40
.827
1.82
.930
3.35
.732
3.10
.951
.877
3.10
2.68
.948
2.90
.796
2.30
.870
1.87
.999
2.03
.823
2.50 1.033
2.20 .898
2.37
.901
2.02
.854
1.60
.887
2.32
.856
2.00
.864
2.20
.732
2.88
.783
2.42
.671
1.78
.846
1.67
.752
3.00
.781
2.27
.634
1.82
.813
1.58
.561
3.45
.723
.656
1.90
2.56
.236
2.23
.361

SD

t-test

p-value

2.173

.00

3.730

.00

1.398

.00

2.728

.00

3.933

.00

-1.182

.00

1.875

.00

2.427

.00

-4.822

.00

-1.516

.00

3.557

.00

.817

.00

6.187

.00

1.843

.00

16.090

.00

6.295

.00

·, ,

','

1. I like learning activities in group.
2. I like to learn individually.
60
3. I like to learn outside class.
60
4. My teachers give a lot of homework.
60
5. My teachers give enough time for each
assignment.
6. I sleep in class.

~"'\

- (\
\Y)v

7. I talk in class.

60
60
60

8. I don't submit homework on time.
60
9. After school is over, I always play
computer games.
10. I feel lazy in learning.

60
60

11. I feel active in learning.
12. I like strict teachers.

~

··--

60

·' -- '71:.

60
13. I always follow classroom rules.
60
14. I often lie to my parents.
60
15. I am satisfied with new school (S.G.).
60
Total

60

Table 4.6.3 according to the Comparison sample t-Test table of pre ODI and post ODI
on the classroom management shows that there was an improvement after implementing the
ODI activities as the total average mean increased from 2.39 to 2.89. This implied that
students were satisfied with clean classroom, beautiful notice board and good atmosphere can
encourage them too learn more.
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Table 4.6.3: The Comparison Sample t-Test on the Classroom management before and after

N

Item
I .I like the classroom management
which helps student learning.
2. I prefer to sit in row.

60
60

3. I prefer to sit in group.
60
4. Cleaning classroom encourages
student in learning.
5. Classroom management encourages
participation and relationship between
teacher and students.
6. The notice boards in classroom
encourage students' learning.
7. I want to design the notice boards for
group.
8. The equipment learning is enough in
classroom.
9. I want to clean his classroom in the
morning.
10. I want to clean his classroom in the
evening.

60

60
60
60
60
60

-n

Total

l

J

60

A~r\<::

Mean

Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre

3.08
2.28
2.53
2.07
3.37
2.85
2.90
2.53
3.20

.996
.783
.982
.841
.823
.880
.896
.873
.971

2.22

.691

Y ost
60

SD

Test

Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre

.873
2.98
2.23
.810
2.73
.936
2.1833 .89237
3.05
.89 1
2.77 .69786
3.00
.939
2.75
1.144
1.008
2.00
1.98 1.662
2.89
.477
2.39

t-test

p-value

5.548

.00

2.764

.00

3.335

.00

2.381

.00

6. 756

.00

4.671
3.166

.00
.00

1.837

.00

1.362

.00

.063

.00

.545 5.014

.00

Table 4.6.4 the Comparison of Percentile on the Communication about St. Gabriel's
College information before and after ODI shows that the total average Frequency of Pre-OD I
was 23.6 and Percentage was 39.34. After implementation of ODI activities, the total average
Frequency of Post-ODI was 54.8 and the Percentage was 91.34. It shows difference between
the Percentiles of Post-OD I increased Pre-OD I was 52 Percentages. That means the new
students in secondaryl room8 know about school's information more than before.
Table 4.6.4: The Comparison of Percentile on the Communication before and after ODI

·. Communication
Pre-ODI
Post-ODI

. :.

N
60
60

Freq .

Percent

23.6
54.8

39.34
91.34
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Table 4.6.5 according to the comparison table of pre ODI and post ODI on the
Communication about St. Gabriel ' s College information shows that there was an
improvement after implementing the ODI activities as the total average Percentiles increased
from 39.34 to 91.34 was 52 Percentages. This implied that students had more information
about St. Gabriel's College and it includes their parents know more also.
Table 4.6.5 The Comparison of Percentile on the Communication about students to know St.
Gabriel ' College information before and after ODI

Yi . . Observation Items

i:i'.:
I /.~/

. ..

< ...

Known

.. ·

1. Do you know the meaning of S. G symbol?
2. Do you know who is St. Louis Marie de
Montfort?
3. Do you know about "The Life Skill
Development Camp"?
4. Do you know about College's Day?
5. Do you know what country that IPSLE
Program comes from?
6. Do you know when is "St. Gabriel' s Day"?
7. Do you know llow old St. Gabriel's college
was in this year?
8. Do you know about "S.G. Night Day"?
9. Do you know about "The Gentlemen of
St. Gabriel's Award Day"?
10. Do you know about the meaning of each
Sport Dav color?
Total

~-

Pre
· Freq. Percent
58.3
35

Post
Freq. Percent
55
91.7

11

18.3

52

86.7

1

1.7

53

88.3

7

11.7

47

78.3

3

5.0

52

86.7

57

95.0

60

100.0

60

100.0

60

100.0

4

6.7

52

86.7

18

30.0

58

96.7

40

66.7

59

98.3

23.6

39.34

54.8

91.34

~INC

Table 4.6.6 indicated the summary of the comparison of the average score to illustrate
the differences between the pre and post ODI data. It could be concluded for students'
assessment summary; there were significant differences between the pre and post ODI on
students' behavior and classroom management. Moreover, the p-value was 0.00 which was
less than the significance level of 0. 05 so the null hypothesis (Ho) was rejected and the
alternative was accepted. This could imply that there was a significant difference in the
students' behavior and classroom management before and after the ODI.
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Table 4.6.6: The summary Table of the Comparison of the Average before and after ODI of
students
·.

Post

Pre

N

.Variable

Students' Behavior

60

60

Classroom Management

-

-

S.D.

2.23

0.361

2.56

0.236 6.295

0.00

Reject

2.39

0.545

2.89

0.477 5.014

0.00

Reject

S.D.

/'fy

~+

()""

~~

~

Q..
~

r-

~

(/)

~

Result to

x

~~\

x

p-value
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CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The researcher had divided this chapter into three parts. The first part is the summary
of findings. The second part is the conclusion of the research and the last part provides
suggestion for future study.
5.1 Summary of Findings
This research was conducted based on 60 respondents of new students in secondary I
room8 grade 7 and 10 subject teachers of Saint Gabriel ' s College. The demographic result
showed that most of the respondents :were male who have age range 12-14 years and most of
the respondents study in secondary I room8 grade 7 of Saint Gabriel' s College.
Table 5.1. 1, the summary of quantitative data shows that there was an improvement

-

of the students' behavior after implementing ODI which the average mean increased of0.33,
the classroom management increased 0:5 .

Moreover, for every variable, ·the p-value was 0.00 which was less than the
significance level of 0.05 so the null hypothesis (a,) was rejected and the alternative was
accepted. This could imply that there was a significant difference in the Students' behavior
and Classroom management before and after the ODI.
Table 5 .1.1 Summary of Quantitative Result

llilt\~\I
Post

S.D. ·
Students' Behavior

Classroom
Management

60

60

~Q\

Difference

p-

Result

X

s.D.·

of Mean

t

value

to Ho

2.23

0.361

2.56

0.236

0.33

6.295

0.00

Reject

2.39

0.545

2.89

0.477

0.5

5.014

0.00

Reject
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Table 5.1.2 Summary of Qualitative Result
There were positive changes in Students' Behavior, Classroom Management and
Communication in secondary! room8 after implementing the ODI activities as follows:
. ,Variable
·. ·
·:,:

Result after ODI

.. . .

·

Students Behavior
- All students in secondary 1 room8 had used 5 positive motivating
Strengthen students' self

student techniques by Robert Harris.
- Meditation practice helps them control themselves and they can

motivation Technique

concentrate to learn more.
- Students finished training about The leadership Program and
Boy scout.

5: - Students become active students and have more responsibilities.

~

~

Q..
~

=
f/)

- Group smart students training for genius students finished by
the teachers. (program for external competitions)
- Groups smart student tutorial for helping weak students before
examination.
- Students get high scores collecting and proud of themselves.
- Students' parents are satisfied and proud of St. Gabriel's college.

Classroom Management
"Classroom Management
Strategies and techniques"

- Students had changed their attitudes by using Classroom
Management Techniques of Robert D.Ramsey' s.
- Managing classroom effectively with students and researcher.
- These Techniques made students have more responsibilities,
they often request to make the announcement by themselves.
- The researcher decreased work load by working with team
students.
- Students enjoyed learning in their classroom.
- Secondary! room8 was successful for classroom management,
they got "The best classroom clean" reward from Head of level.
- Most new students in secondary! room8 got certificates from
several fields of Head of level.
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Result after ODI
Communication

- Students had changed their attitudes by using Classroom
Management Techniques of Robert D.Ramsey' s.
- Collaboration with the parents voted for leader of parents.
- To succeed for every school' s activities that the parents
supported.
- The parents admired teachers and school.
- After students finished the leadership training, they have more
confidence and responsibilities.
- Students could connect and conduct about school's documents
with their parents clearly.
- Students have a courage to ask for the teachers in lesson.

5.2 Conclusion
In conclusion, the purpose of this study is to find out the impact of OD Intervention on
students' behavior, classroom management and communication in secondary I room8.
Focus on current situation, the researcher surveyed and observed in area that is the
duties of the researcher that look after and control secondary I room8 and then the researcher
found the problems and collect data. After that the researcher arranged and classified the
problems from the least problem into big problem. The researcher got three areas, these were
students' behavior, classroom management and communication.
Hence, the researcher designed the research into three phases: Pre-ODI, ODI and PostODI phases.
The Pre-ODI this current situation process to identify the problems and find the
suitable ODI techniques or activities to improve this problem and distributed the instruments
for the respondents to assess the results. The ODI phases take action and implement on each
area situation. The Post-OD I phases distributed the questionnaires for the student respondents
to compare again by analysis between Pre-ODI and Post-OD! to find the difference.
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The researcher used the Paired Sample T-test and testing hypothesis of the study for
quantitative analysis. Furthermore, it includes qualitative analysis by using interview with the
teacher respondents.
From this research, there are many to gain more useful that are St. Gabriel ' s College
because the researcher focus on the new students in secondary 1 that there are many new
students who come to St. Gabriel's College. Then this is a problem that occurs every year and
includes teachers and new students that got this benefit.
In this process, the development and implementing ODI is shown below:
In Students' behavior area, the researcher used motivation of students by Robert
Harris, meditation practice and training the leadership program. This program and activities
practice the patience for them and often gave them the rewards or admiration to encourage
them too. This process could change the students' behavior to become more responsible and
to concentrate to learn more and then it made them to be the smart students.
In Classroom management area, the researcher used Classroom management strategies
and techniques by Robert D.Ramsey's for changing students' attitude and there is the
competition about keeping the classroom clean. They have team for cleaning room and
arranging board. Finally, they got the reward "The best classroom clean" from Head of level
for their success. Moreover, the teachers came to class then'taught comfortably in good
environment learning.
In Communication area, the researcher used Classroom management strategies and
techniques by Robert D .Ramsey's. There was a leader of parents from the parents' vote then
it is easier to distribute school's news. About the documents of school, the parents are
informed and the parents are satisfied with school.
Accordingly, because of these of the benefits, the researcher would like to suggest
others teachers to use the same because it could help the teachers and improve the students
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better. Moreover, this was a simple method that could help St. Gabriel's College to be Top
Five in Asia soon.

5.3 Recommendation
In conclusion, the researcher would like to give some suggestions for this research:
After interventions, the results from this research were easy to assume because this
situation problem, the respondents already answer all positive of things but ODI phases it
solves the respondents' habit are difficult because this is the real or basic life's habit and
concern with ages of the respondents too. Then if you look for wide view, you could see the
changes but the researcher still saw some impact in this situation.
Some training program could not train all of the respondents because this case select
especially head of students or boy scout leader. Then the researcher would suggest that
St. Gabriel's College had an activity all "Life skills development Camp" tlf scamp requires
five days to stay there. It could train students the leadership.

5.4 Recommendation for Future Research

-,...

I. Further in depth research on the perceived and find out more factors beside
students' behavior, classroom management and communication in secondaryl
room8.

"'

,,.....,... , "A.0

2. Further study on another type of OBI but to see any interesting results that
concerns IDI.
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EPILOGUE

I personally feel fortunate for having the opportunity to continue my studied in a
different field from what I have studied in the Bachelor's Degree level. As a business and
specially computer field, I learned about programming. In this level, I realized that the core of
all the success in an organization is human capital, theories of change and about organization
development. Every thing that should change but it is difficult to change that come from many
causes such as; everyone comes from different places, cultures, up bringing and educational
backgrounds. Case studies have to use many theories to take action and find some techniques
or theories to support case problems. I know many ways to diagnose case problems.
From MMOD program, I learned that every problem happens from root causes. We
have to know the steps to find the root causes and then use the appropriate theory to solve in
the right way. Moreover, we don't see the surface of the problems but we must see the depth
of the bottom or inside the problems also and I know a lot of different tools to help more than
before. It helped me to think and decide for solving the problems.

l=a

For this thesis, I gained many benefits for me. Furthermore, my professors talked
about their real experiences and they are good teachers. I know about how to several things to
do the best and I could do my thesis for the real current situation in my classroom. I could see
the wide view for my situation and could implement ODI with success. I know how to set
activities for the new students and know to change their behaviors better. When I solved these
problems it made me understand and think positively of myself and others also.
Lastly, for me I did not only gain more knowledge but also learn to anticipate or
analyze the problems that may occur in the future.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A
Assessment Form for Students Attitude, Behavior and Classroom Management
Appendix A: Questionnaire

Survey Questionnaire: New students' Behaviors in Secondaryl Room8, Education year
2009,
Direction: the following sets of statement relate to students' behaviors in classroom Secondary 1 Room8.
Please put a check mark ./ in only one appropriate column that corresponds to the meaning on the hand
side of each statement, as follows:

4

Strongly Agree

3

Agree

2

Disagree

1

Strongly Disagree

Do you agree with following statements?

4
INCIT

1. I like learning activities in group.
2. I like to learn individually.
3. I like to learn outside class.

,~

0

SINCE l 969

ol

~Q\

~'1111&1r5'6\i\~

4. My teachers give a lot of homework.
5. My teachers give time enough for each assignment.
6. I sleep in class.
7. I talk in class.
8. I don't submit homework on time.
9. After school is over, I always play computer games.

3

2

1
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4

10. I feel lazy in learning.
11. I feel active in learning.
12. I like strict teachers.
13. I always follow classroom rules.
14. I often lie to my parents.
15. I am satisfied with new school (S.G.).

3

2

1
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Appendix B: Questionnaire

Survey Questionnaire: Classroom Environment in Secondary! Room8, Education year 2009,
Direction: the following sets of statement relate to students in classroom Secondary 1 Room8. Please
put a check mark ,/ in only one appropriate column that corresponds to the meaning on the hand side of
each statement, as follows:
4

Strongly Agree

3

Agree

2

Disagree

I

Strongly Disagree

Do you agree with following statements?
4

1. I like the classroom arrangement which helps student learning.
2. I prefer to sit in row.
3. I prefer to sit in group.

ROTff.

f>RI l.

4. Cleaning classroom encourages student in learning.
CrT

5. Classroom environment encourages participation and
relationship between teacher and students

1: 1969 --.
~

~r),
~fto~

6. The notice boards in classroom encourage students ' learning.
7. I want to design the notice boards for group.
8. The equipment is enough in classroom.
9. I want to clean my classroom in the morning.
10. I want to clean my classroom in the evening.

3

-

2

1
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Appendix C: Questionnaire

Survey Questionnaire: About St. Gabriel ' s College that new students in Secondary! Room8
Education year 2009, how to know more.

Direction: These questions are designed the students in Secondary I Room8 evaluate and improve them
to know about histoiy or information of St. Gabriel's College more than before.
Please put a check mark ./in only one appropriate column Yes or No.

About St. Gabriel' College
That new students in Secondaryl Room8 know

Do you know?

y

1. Do you know the meaning of S. G symbol?

Known
(

2. Do you know who is St. Louis Marie de Montfort?

-

3. Do you know about "The Life Skill Development Camp"?
4. Do you know about College's Day?

~

c:=-

v--

r-

5. Do you know what country that IPSLE Program comes from?
6. Do you know when "St. Gabriel's Day" is?
7. Do you know how old of St. Gabriel' s College was in this year?
8. Do you know about "S.G. N ight Day"?
9. Do you know about "The Gentlemen of St. Gabriel's Award Day"?
10. Do you know about the meaning of each Sport Day color?

~
~
~

~

Unknown
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Appendix D: Interview Guide

Interview Guide

Interview for teachers that teach in secondary! room8

1. How do you begin your classroom? How can you motivate your students?

2. What materials do you use during the class instruction, physical area and temperature?

-

3. What are students' activities? (group work, group discussion) How much time spent for
each activity?

r-

Ror,.,

*

f>RIE(

0

*

4. How do you encourage your students? How often does it interrupt others?
How do you react?

5. How about new students' behaviors? Do they listen carefully, sleep or talk too much?
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APPENDICES
Appendix 2

Assessment Form for Students Attitude, Behavior and Classroom Management
Questionnaires in Thai for Students

1
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4

3

2

1
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APPENDICES
Appendix 3
Pictures of Students' Behavior
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APPENDICES
Appendix 4
Documents of Students' Behavior
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APPENDICES
Appendix 5
Pictures of Classroom Management
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APPENDICES
,Appendix 6
Pictures of Communication
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